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Abstract
Existing metric selection methodologies and performance measurement frameworks provide
practicing managers with good checklists and tools to evaluate and design their enterprise
performance measurement systems (EPMS) and metrics. However, these methodologies and
frameworks do not delve deep enough into the operational aspects of EPMS and metrics. This work
addresses this research gap by proposing a practical Metric Design Framework with accompanying
Metric Design Tools and a Metric Design Guide to operationalize metrics to ensure better strategic
alignment, monitoring and reporting of business activities, and proactive decision-making.
Singapore Technologies Aerospace Engineering Development Center (STA EDC) is the enterprise
involved in action research, the research methodology used in this work. The background of STA EDC
is included to provide the context and purpose. There are four major action research cycles
including EPMS Ten Lenses (cycle 1), Metric Design Tools (cycle 2), Metric Building Blocks and
Elements (cycle 3), and Metric Design Guide (cycle 4). The details and results for each action
research cycle are discussed. In essence, the Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise Architecting Framework
(NREAF) [1] serves as a starting point, where the Enterprise Architecting (EA) Ten View
Elements/Lenses are modified for EPMS in cycle 1. In cycle 2, the STA EDC EPMS and metrics are
evaluated using the EPMS Ten Lenses, and Metric Design Tools such as the Strategic Alignment Tool,
EPMS Value Flow Map, Measurement Scope Tool, and 3x3 Info Decision Matrix are developed. Cycle
3 saw the development of the Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements, while cycle 4
demonstrated the application of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools in the form of a
Metric Design Guide. The proposed framework and tools are then validated with practicing
managers at STA EDC.
Based on the feedback and validation from practicing managers, the proposed framework and tools
show great potential in terms of comprehensiveness/completeness, usability, and utility. However,
the key challenge lies with implementation. Management's commitment and buy-in from various
EPMS stakeholders are necessary. While minor modifications and/or additions to the proposed
framework and tools are expected during implementation, the endeavor is worthwhile because a
firm becomes what it measures.
Thesis Supervisor: Deborah Nightingale
Title: Professor of the Practice, Aeronautics & Astronautics and Engineering Systems
Thesis Supervisor: Josef Oehmen
Title: Research Scientist, MIT Lean Advancement Initiative
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1. Introduction of Thesis
This section serves as an introduction to the thesis. It describes the motivation for the thesis,
formulates the thesis problem, states the thesis objectives, and provides a thesis overview.
1.1 Motivation of Thesis
There are two main motivators that have driven this research. The first motivator is the ongoing
effort of the thesis sponsor to improve its enterprise performance measurement system (EPMS),
particularly with respect to the design of existing metrics. The Singapore Technologies Aerospace
(STA) Engineering and Development Center (EDC) management is committed to better understand
the current STA EDC EPMS, and enhance the design of existing metrics so as to enable better
strategic alignment, monitoring and reporting of business activities, as well as proactive decision-
making.
The second motivator is the desire to apply theories and knowledge gained at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) to real-world issues through academic and industrial collaboration. As
a company-sponsored fellow of the MIT System Design and Management (SDM) program, the thesis
author is determined to offer new perspectives, and concrete recommendations in the form of a
useful Metric Design Framework and Tools to enhance the existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics. In
addition, the true success of this thesis is the adoption and implementation of the proposed Metric
Design Framework and Tools at STA EDC.
1.2 Problem Formulation: Design/Evaluation of Performance Measurement and
Metrics
The two research questions are defined in a collaborative manner involving the thesis author, as well
as his academic and company advisers:
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- How can the existing enterprise performance measurement system (EPMS) be
comprehensively evaluated?
- What tools can be applied to the design of existing metrics to enable better strategic
alignment, monitoring and reporting of business activities, and proactive decision-making?
1.3 Thesis Objectives: Develop and Validate Metric Design Framework and Tools
The thesis objectives are:
- Develop and propose Metric Design Framework and Tools to evaluate existing enterprise
performance measurement system (EPMS), and improve design of existing metrics.
- Validate Metric Design Framework and Tools in terms of completeness/comprehensiveness,
usability, utility, and implementation.
1.4 Thesis Outline: Connecting the Chapters
The thesis is organized into seven distinct chapters:
- Chapter 1: Introduction of Thesis
- Chapter 2: Literature Review
- Chapter 3: Methodology of Thesis
- Chapter 4: Enterprise Background
- Chapter 5: Results of Each Action Research Cycle
- Chapter 6: Validation of Metric Design Framework and Tools
- Chapter 7: Conclusion of Thesis
The linkages among the chapters are summarized in Table 1. Chapter 1 provides the motivation of
the thesis, formulates the research problems, sets the thesis objectives, and outlines the thesis to
help the readers connect the different chapters together. The two research questions defined in
Chapter 1 are listed in Table 1, and they map logically to the contents of literature review in chapter
11
2, as well as the results of each action research cycle in chapter 5. Chapter 3 provides the
methodology of thesis (i.e. action research), which applies throughout the thesis. Chapter 4
describes the enterprise involved in this research, providing the overall context. The validation of the
proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools is presented in chapter 6, while chapter 7 concludes
the thesis.
S/N Chapter Details
Motivation of Thesis, Problem Formulation, Thesis Objective and Thesis
Outline.
Research Question 2: What tools
Introduction Research Question 1: How can the can be applied to the design of
1 of Thesis existing enterprise performance existing metrics to enable better
measurement system (EPMS) be strategic alignment, monitoring
comprehensively evaluated? and reporting of business activities,
and proactive decision-making?
Definition, History, Significance of
Literature Performance Measurement; Performance Measurement2 Review Importance and Selection of Metrics; Frameworks.
Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise
Architecting Framework (NREAF) [1].
Action Research Overview, Thesis Approach (i.e. Nested Action Research
3 Methodology Cycles), and Research Steps (i.e. Detailed Steps in Each Action Research
of Thesis Cycle).
Enterprise Singapore Technologies Aerospace Engineering and Development Center
Background (STA EDC).
Action Research
Results of Action Research Action Research Cycle 3: Metric Action Research
5 Research Cycle 1: EPMS Ten Cycle 2: Metric Building Blocks Cycle 4: Metric
Cycle Lenses. Design Tools. and Metric Design 
Guide.
CycleElements.
Validation of Validation Criteria and Outcome of Proposed Metric Design Framework and
6 Metric Design Tools based on Completeness/Comprehensiveness, Usability, Utility andFramework Implementation.
and Tools
7 Conclusion of Thesis Summary, Thesis Limitations and Future Work.Thesis
Table 1 Thesis Outline: Connecting the Chapters
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2. Literature Review
This chapter reviews the existing literature on performance measurement, and the Nightingale
Rhodes Enterprise Architecting Framework (NREAF) [1]. The performance measurement review
includes the definition, history, and significance of performance measurement, as well as the
importance of metrics, metric selection, and performance measurement frameworks. The proposed
Metric Design Framework and Tools in this thesis are analyzed together with the existing
frameworks in the performance measurement framework section. Following the review on
performance measurement, the Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise Architecting Framework (NREAF) [11
is reviewed, as it serves as the starting point for the proposed Metric Design Framework.
Typically, most organizations, especially large enterprises have too many metrics to deal with.
Therefore, the focus of this thesis is not so much on selecting new metrics, but on evaluating the
existing EPMS and metrics so as to redesign and improve them to make performance measurement
more efficient and effective, in terms of better strategic alignment, monitoring and reporting of
business activities, and proactive decision-making. Easy-to-use and practical tools are developed in
the proposed Metric Design Framework to help practicing managers in their endeavors for better
performance measurement. EPMS evolves together with the enterprise (i.e. Enterprise Architecting
(EA) and Transformation). Therefore, the starting point for the proposed Metric Design Framework is
the NREAF, which is a holistic framework to evaluate the existing enterprise state in EA.
2.1 Definition of Performance Measurement
Performance measurement includes the following three meanings in order of increasing
sophistication [2]:
1. Performance measurement implies specific performance measures such as actual and
definable metrics.
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2. Performance measurement involves systems and organizational processes to enable the
process of measurement.
3. Performance measurement acts as a feedback to organization strategy.
2.2 History of Performance Measurement
Historically, managerial monitoring has been based on accounting-based measures, which are
inadequate for certain organizational activities such as new product development [3]. While
traditional accounting/financial performance measures are most relevant at higher levels of
management, they do not reflect the overall health or performance of the enterprise [4]. The
criticism of traditional accounting measures is that these measures are usually short-term,
retrospective, and financially focused, thus having little or no relation to long-term strategic
objectives [5]. This shortcoming has prompted researchers to develop alternative performance
measurement systems, which are more balanced to include non-financial measures, and aligned to
strategic objectives and overall enterprise performance.
There is a vast landscape of literature available with regards to enterprise performance
measurement. Metrics are central to enterprise performance measurement, and can be analyzed in
terms of selecting the right metrics, creating and implementing measurement frameworks, and
decision-making [6]. Selected literary sources, which focus on the enterprise (i.e. macro-level
measurement) as the unit of analysis, are summarized in Table 2.
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Metrics
Selecting forforRihtMetrics for
MetRics' Selecting the Measurement Measurement Decision DecisionMetrics: Right Metrics: Frameworks: Frameworks: Making: Main
Common Lessons/Methods Frameworks Implications of Focusing Making.
Mistakes for Selection & Attributes Implementation on the Infmation
in Right Inomtn
Selection Problem
Hubbard, 2007 
r
[7]
McGarry et al.,
2001 [8]
Schmenner et al.,
1994 [9]
Hauser et al.,
1998 [10]
Hammer et al.,
2007 [11]
Ittner et al., 1998[12]
Basili et al., 1994
[13]
Nightingale et al.,
2007 [14]
Nightingale et al.,
2001 [15]
Boehm, 1981 [16]
Mahidar, 2005
[17]
Folan et al., 2005
[18]
Burgess et al.,
2007 [19]
Gomes et al.,
2007 [20]
Ghalayini et al.,
1997 [21]
Lohman et al.,
2004 [22]
Ittner et al., 2003
[23]
Ittner et al., 2000
[24]
Keeney, 1992 V
[25]
Gladwell, 2005
[26]
Tversky et al.,
1974 [27]
Valerdi et al.,
2009 [28]
Table 2 Literary Sources by Topic Breakdown [6]
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2.3 Significance of Performance Measurement
Performance measurement is an integral part of effective planning and control [3]. In addition,
performance measurement is a prerequisite for organizational effectiveness, because without it, the
organization cannot evaluate its current performance, learn from the past, and decide on future
directions and actions [2]. Furthermore, performance measurement plays three important roles as
summarized in Figure 1: (1) Provides objectives/goals/targets to work towards; (2) Provides metrics
as an instrument of measurement; (3) Rewards mechanism to allocate benefits to individuals or
groups. These three distinct roles of performance measurement compliment one another. The
objectives provide directions for organizational personnel; the metrics measure the organizational
progress or performance with respect to the objectives, and enable organizational learning; the
rewards incentivize and motivate the organization personnel to achieve the objectives. Performance
measurement is incomplete without any of the three distinctive roles.
Objectives - - - - - - - - Rewards
% PerformancefmeasureC
%I
Fo
Figure 1 Roles of Performance Measurement [21
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2.4 Importance of Metrics
The importance of metrics has been studied since 1956, when articles concerning dysfunctional
responses to performance measurement are published [29,30]. Metrics are important because they
drive behavior in people:
- "What gets measured gets done." [31]
* "What you measure is what you get." [5]
- "You are what you measure." [10]
Besides driving behavior, metrics are important because they support decision-making by providing
managers with processed and useful information. The following definitions of metrics illustrate this
point:
" Observation that reduces uncertainty wherein the result is expressed as a quantity." [7]
"Quantified value of an attribute, obtained by the process of assigning numerical values to
attributes, which is compared to what is expected." [32]
- "The objective data collected to fulfill the information needs of the manager." [8]
2.5 Selection of Metrics
Metrics have to be selected, and more importantly designed and implemented with the possible
unintended consequences in mind. These unintended consequences should be identified upfront,
and mitigating plans and actions should be put in place prior to performance measurement. Well-
intended metrics can result in unintended consequences that belittle the broader system or
enterprise. Some examples are [33]:
- A professional sports player can be motivated to be selfish, and therefore diminish the
overall team's performance, if incentives are such that the player's salary solely depends on
the number of points he scores.
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- In education, the ultimate goal of the student is to acquire knowledge from the educator.
However, metrics such as awarded grades affect the opportunities for employment, higher
education, financial aid, as well as respect among peers and parents. Such metrics may
encourage students to become "exam smart" instead of truly acquiring knowledge.
- In addition, professors are often judged and rewarded based on their publications instead of
their abilities to teach.
Some common metric mistakes are identified as follows [6]:
- Not using the right measure (ignoring something important) or choosing metrics that are
wrong (i.e. for a phone help service, customers don't just want quick answers, they want
accurate ones as well).
* Having metrics reflect functions as opposed to cross-functional processes.
- Assuming one knows what is important to measure without giving enough thought or using
measures that intentionally make you look good.
* Measuring only a part of what matters, measuring from your view rather than the customers,
or forgetting your goal.
- Implementing metrics that focus on short-term results, or that do not give thought to
consequences on human behavior and enterprise performance
* Having metrics that are not actionable or hard for a team/group to impact or collecting too
much data.
To address the common metrics mistakes highlighted, there have been convergence in terms of
metric selection steps among researchers and practitioners. However, there are still some
differences as shown in Table 3. The generalization of metric selection methodologies in Table 3 is
summarized in Figure 2. The metric selection methodologies reviewed serve as good checklists when
evaluating new or existing metrics. The X-Matrix tool [34] compliments these metric selection
18
methodologies by providing a structured approach to formally identify and document linkages
between strategic objectives, metrics, business processes, and stakeholder values. In addition, the X-
Matrix tool is able to identify missing or weak metrics. Nevertheless, neither the metric selection
methodologies nor the X-Matrix tool provides concrete steps to take the design of metrics further to
define sufficient details like metric owners and users, metric generation, collection, processing, and
interpretation, such that they can be implemented smoothly, while ensuring better strategic
alignment, monitoring and reporting of business activities, and proactive decision-making.
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Steps to Creating Effective Metrics
Huser & Katz, 1998 Kitterman,
Hubbard, 2007 [7[10 Hammer, 2007 [11] Harbour, 1997 [35] 2005 [32]
Accurately measure
Listen to the key performance What
customer. Who are variables decsio
the customers and . decision
1 What are you trying what do they need? Decide what to (productivity, are youto measure? measure. quality, timeliness,What outcomes are cletm, trying to
metrics trying to cycle time, support?
improve? resource utilization,and costs)
What do managers Decide how to Include a Is it
Why do you care? and employees measure (precision): comparative basis take to
2 What decisions do decisions affect carefully and well to assist in and what
the metrics support? defined (units, range, understand the
metrics and etc.) performance level. actions are
outcomes? necessary?
Understand the Decide how to
How much do you relationships measure (accuracy): Metrics need to be Would the
know? What ranges between various any metric is a collected and action
3 or probabilities stakeholders. Make fraction of an ideal; distributed on a create a
represent your sure everyone is close gap between timely basis. change?
uncertainty? considered. metric and reality.
What is the value of If the
information? What Understand the Decide how to Metrics need to be change
are the linkages. Align occurs, will
and act ionkaes. An n measure (overhead): analyzable on both it.showiup
4 consequences and actions and decisions inexpensive and a macro and micro .t show up
probabilities of with long-term simple. basis. in a future
being wrong? Justify company goals. value of the
measurement effort. metric?
Test correlations of Decide how to
What observations metrics and measure Metrics cannot be
can outcomes, as well as (robustness): design manipulated to
confirm/eliminate managers' and around manipulation achieve desired
possibilities? employees' and unintended results.
reactions. behaviors.
Account for Involve managers Use metrics Ensure measures
6 avoidable errors and and employees by systematically: specific,
value of gathering their inputs embed in a measurable, action-
information. and feedback. disciplined process. oriented, timely.
Create a measure
friendly culture:
don't use
Seek new paradigms infighting/blame.
7 for continuous Personal role
improvement. modeling, reward,
implementation,
commitment,
articulation.
Table 3 Various Metric Selection Methodologies [6]
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1. Relate metrics to value
and supporting decisions.
Systematic processes, 2. Identify what you
feedback, and know, need to know, and
measurement friendly the value of information.
culture.
3. Determine how
metrics impact behavior
and align with
organizational levels.
Figure 2 Generalization of Metric Selection Methodologies [6]
2.6 Performance Measurement Frameworks
Performance measurement frameworks compliment metric selection methodologies by providing
guidance for the implementation of metrics. A performance measurement system serves five needs
[17]:
* Monitor: measure and record actual performance.
- Control: to identify and close the gap between target and actual performance.
- Improvement: to identify improvement opportunities.
- Coordination: determining information decision makers' needs (leading indicators), and
facilitating both internal communication (across processes) as well as external
communication (amongst stakeholders).
- Motivate: Align behavior and encourage transformation.
There are several approaches to performance measurement frameworks. Many macro-level
approaches relate performance measurement to performance criteria such as effectiveness,
efficiency, quality, productivity, work life quality, innovation, and profitability [36]. An alternative
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approach includes the decomposition of key business processes into primary, support, and
development processes, and then building metrics in each classification of the key business
processes [6]. Last but not least, another approach to performance measurement is to separate
economic and non-economic aspects of the enterprise, by considering economic, external, internal,
and improvement/innovation factors [6].
In terms of the evolution of performance measurement frameworks, there have been two significant
trends. The first trend is the move from "traditional" to "contemporary" performance measurement
systems, where the shift is from older financial-based measures to a more balanced approach
incorporating non-financial metrics. Both financial and non-financial measures have their pros and
cons. While financial measures facilitate trade-offs in decision-making most objectively, non-
financial measures are associated with higher performance of an enterprise, especially in uncertain
and knowledge-based environments where products are complex and human capital is limited [37].
The second trend is the development of both structural and procedural frameworks. Structural
frameworks define various typologies for performance measurement, while procedural frameworks
guide the development of performance measures from strategy in a step-by-step manner. While the
development of structural frameworks are far more advanced than procedural frameworks, the
combination of structural and procedural frameworks makes the performance measurement system
more comprehensive. [18]
The various typologies of performance measurement frameworks, including the proposed Metric
Design Framework in this thesis are summarized in Table 4. The Metric Design Framework comprises
the EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Metric Elements, which make up the structural
framework, as well as the Metric Design Guide, which makes up the procedural framework. Since
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the proposed Metric Design Framework can be clearly separated into structural and procedural
frameworks and combined, they are represented as such in the last row of Table 4.
Structural Procedural Both
Strategic Measurement & A Framework for Design & Audit
Reporting Technique (SMART) [39] The Balanced Scorecard [5]
[38]
Extended Enterprise
A Framework for Factors Balanced Scorecard
The Performance Prism Affecting Evolution (Structural) and Procedural
[40] [41] Frameworks
[18]
European Foundation for Six-Sigma (Define-Measure-
Quality Management - EFQM Analyze-Implement-Control)
[42] [43]
Practical Software Goal Question Metric Approach
Measurement (PSM) [8] [13]
Value Stream Mapping [44] Steps to Metric Selection [6]
EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Metric Design Framework
Building Blocks, Metric Metric Design Guide [45] [45]
Elements [45] 
_
Table 4 Performance Measurement Framework Typologies [17]
The strengths and weaknesses of the better-known performance measurement frameworks are
summarized in Table 5 [17]. The proposed Metric Design Framework is also included in Table 5 for
comparison. While these better-known performance measurement frameworks have their own
merits and shortcomings, one common characteristic among them is the lack of in-depth and
practical considerations and tools for the operationalization of metrics, such as overall alignment of
metrics to strategy, interactions among various EPMS stakeholders, measurement scope (in terms of
metric owners and metric users), and the linkages between information, decision-making, and
organizational learning. The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools in this thesis address
these research gaps. However, the Metric Design Framework hinges upon good strategies defined by
management, and requires identification and selection of good metrics (e.g. some of the metric
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selection methodologies reviewed in this thesis). Like all other performance measurement
frameworks, significant upfront and ongoing efforts are required to design and maintain the EPMS
respectively.
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Performance Strengths Weaknesses
Measurement Framework
- Does not capture measures with respect to all stakeholder
Strategic Measurement and - Integrates strategic objectives with operational values.
Repotin Tecniqe prforanc meaure. 0Does not provide any mechanism to identify causalReporting Technique performance measures. relationships between measures across functions or levels.(SMART) * Aggregates financial and non-financial measures eDosntxpitlitgrethcnetofotnus[38]acrss arius fnctonsandbusiessunis. Does not explicitly integrate the concept of continuous[381 across various functions and business units. improvement.
- May promote local optimization due to functional approach.
- The linkages between the measures are presumed and
- Scorecard approach to integrate strategic, unidirectional.
The Balanced Scorecard operational, and financial measures. - Explicitly focuses on customers but leaves other stakeholders
[5] - Focus on linkages and strategy maps. implicit.
- Most widely accepted. - No deployment system that breaks high-level goals down to
the sub-process level.
* Contains self-assessment tests. - Enterprise performance management is broader than quality
European Foundation formage ntEurpen oudaio fr * Focuses not only on the results, like the balanced management.
Quality Management [42] - corcuses nt nly on the res lk tbced Loosely defined framework with no supporting process of
scorecard, but also on the drivers of success. implementation.
- Has a much more comprehensive view of different
stakeholders (e.g. investors, customers, - It offers little about how the causal relationships between the
The Performance Prism employees, regulators and suppliers) than other performance measures are going to be realized.
[40] frameworks. - There is little or no consideration given to the existing
- Provides visual map causal relationship map of systems that companies may have in place.
measures for individual stakeholders.
- Provides detailed implementation guidelines. It
Design can be used both to design a new performance 0 The performance measurement grid provides basic design for
Framework fordi measurement system and to enhance an existing the performance measurement system, and the grid is only
and Audit performance measurement system. constructed from six categories.
[39] - It also contains a unique description of how - The causal relationship among the measures is not explained.
performance measures should be realized.
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Table 5 Strengths and Weaknesses of Various Performance Measurement Frameworks [17]
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Performance Strengths Weaknesses
Measurement Framework
Provides a systematic process of assessing the
existing performance measurement system and
A Framework of Factors adapting to the changing internal and external - Does not consider stakeholders as one of the factors
Affecting Evolution environment. affecting the measurement system.
[41] 
- Design against people, process, system, and
technology.
- EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Design Tools provide
a comprehensive and systematic way to evaluate
existing performance measurement systems or Hinges upon good strategies defined by management.
design new performance measurement systems. - Requires identification and selection of good and relevant
- Provides four practical and useful Metric Design metrics (e.g. X-Matrix Tool and metric selection
Metric Design Framework Tools including Strategic Alignment Tool, EPMS methodologies reviewed earlier)
[45] Value Flow Map, Measurement Scope Tool, and Like other frameworks, significant upfront and ongoing
Info Decision Matrix' efforts are required to design and maintain EPMS and
- Metric Design Guide provides step-by-step guide metrics.
to operationalize metrics to ensure better
strategic alignment, monitoring and reporting of
business activities, and proactive decision-making.
2.7 Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise Architecting Framework (NREAF)
The NREAF is currently under development at MIT. Enterprise Architecting (EA) is viewed as one of
the subfields of engineering systems, an emerging field of scholarship that seeks solutions to
complex socio-technical challenges, applying approaches from engineering, social sciences and
management. The NREAF addresses the traditional weaknesses of EA frameworks from the
management perspective. Instead of focusing on IT system integration or domain specific
applications, the NREAF examines the enterprise holistically using ten different view elements or
lenses. As summarized in Figure 3, the ten view elements/lenses include ecosystem, stakeholder,
strategy, infrastructure, process, product, service, knowledge, information, and organization. The
different view elements help to isolate unique areas of focus/concern, reduce complexity in terms of
understanding the whole enterprise, and provide unique perspectives so as to address the diverse
needs of the enterprise stakeholders. The definitions of the ten different view elements/lenses are
summarized in Table 6.
ST/eHOL
8 VIEW
ELEMENTS
Figure 3 EA Ten View Element/Lenses Framework [1]
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View Element Enterprise Architecting (EA) View Element Description [1]
Ecosystem The exogenous element is the ecosystem. This is the part of the world
that is relevant to the enterprise, and is characterized by the external
regulatory, political, economic, market, and societal environment in
which the enterprise operates and competes/cooperates with other
related enterprises.
Strategy The vision, strategic goals, business model, and enterprise level metrics.
Stakeholder Enterprise stakeholders are individuals and groups who contribute to,
benefit from, and/or are affected by the enterprise. Stakeholders may be
either exogenous or endogenous to our enterprise, depending on the
perspective we take.
Organization The culture, organizational structure, and the underlying social network
of the enterprise.
Process Core, leadership, lifecycle and enabling processes by which the
enterprise creates value for its stakeholders.
Information The available information required by the enterprise to perform its
mission and operate effectively.
Knowledge The competencies, explicit and tacit knowledge, and intellectual property
resident in the enterprise.
Infrastructure Systems and information technology, communications technology, and
physical facilities that enable enterprise performance.
Product The products that the enterprise acquires, markets, develops,
manufactures, and/or distributes to stakeholders.
Service The offerings derived from enterprise knowledge, skills, and
competences that deliver value to stakeholders, including support of
products.
Table 6 EA Ten View Elements/Lenses Definitions [1]
The NREAF concludes the discussion on literature review in chapter 2.
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3. Methodology of Thesis
Action research is the methodology used in this thesis. Chapter 3 gives an overview of action
research and its relevance to this thesis, followed by the thesis approach, and the detailed research
steps.
3.1 Action Research Overview
Action research is an approach that aims to take action and create knowledge or theory about that
action. Action research is relevant to practitioners, applicable to unstructured or integrative real-
world issues, and contributes to knowledge or theory [46]. It is a relevant and valid methodology for
this thesis because the research questions deal with operational realities faced by practicing
managers, which suggest the following research characteristics [47]:
* Research in action, rather than research about action;
" Participative;
* Concurrent with action;
* A sequence of events and an approach to problem solving.
A comparison of positivist science and action research presented in Table 7 further illustrates the
suitability of action research as a methodology for this thesis. The nature of the research requires
the researcher to be fully involved and grounded in the situational context, and act as an agent of
change during the iterative action research cycles.
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Positivist Science Action Research
Aim of research - Universal knowledge - Knowledge in action
- Theory building and testing - Theory building and testing in
action
Type of knowledge - Universal - Particular
acquired 0 Covering law - Situational
- Praxis
Nature of data - Context free 0 Contextually embedded
validation - Logic, measurement - Experiential
- Consistency of prediction and
control
Researcher's role a Observer - Actor
- Agent of change
Researcher's - Detached, neutral - Immersed
relationship to setting
Table 7 Comparison of Positivist Science and Action Research [48]
In addition to the suitability of action research for this thesis, the following prerequisites of action
research are also met:
- "Real issue of both research and managerial significance upon which a group or organization
is embarking, which has an uncertain outcome and which the group or organization is willing
to subject to rigorous inquiry particularly the analysis and implementation of action." [471
- "Action research has to gain access and to be contracted as an action researcher for live case
in real time." [49]
The action research cycle in Figure 4 consists of the pre-step to understand the context and purpose,
six main steps (i.e. data gathering, data feedback, data analysis, action planning, implementation,
and evaluation), and meta-step to monitor.
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Context & Purpose
Data Gathering
Data FeedbackEvaluation Monitoring
t
Implementation Data Analysis
Action Planning
Figure 4 Action Research Cycle [47]
As illustrated in Figure 5, each action research cycle leads to another cycle, and there are great
opportunities for continuous learning. As particular actions are planned and executed, data
gathering, data feedback, data analysis, action planning, implementation, and evaluation recur over
time. Action research cycles can vary greatly in terms of cycle time. A project of considerable scope
like this thesis can have many minor cycles within a major cycle.
Data Gathering
Evaluation
Implementation
Action Planning
C~ce -
Data Feedback Evaluation
Data Analysis Implementation
Cycle2
Data Gathering
Data Feedback
Data Analysis
Action Planning
Figure 5 Action Research Cycles [47]
Action research requires skills to engage others in the process of inquiry and action. Various types of
inquiry in action research include pure inquiry, exploratory diagnostic inquiry, and confrontive
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inquiry. Pure inquiry involves questions such as "What happened?" and "Tell me what is going on."
Exploratory inquiry asks questions such as "What do you plan to do?" and "Why do you think things
turned out this way?" Confrontive inquiry poses questions such as "Have you thought about this
solution?" and "Have you given due consideration to this possibility?" [47]
3.2 Thesis Approach: Nested Action Research Cycles
The methodology for this thesis is based on action research. In essence, the action research cycles
are nested. The overall action research cycle consists of four major action research cycles:
e Enterprise Performance Measurement System (EPMS) Ten Lenses
e Metric Design Tools
e Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements
e Metric Design Guide
A visual representation of the nested action research cycles is summarized in Figure 6. Within the
four major action research cycles are numerous minor action research cycles. Monitoring within the
major action research cycles, and the overall action research cycle that encompasses the four major
cycles has been central to the conduct of the research to ensure research alignment and synergy.
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Data Gathering Data Gathering
Evaluation I Ar Data Feedback: Evaluation Data Feedback:
Monitoring Monitoring
Implementation Data Analysis mplementation Data Analysis
Action Planning Action Planning
1. EPMS Ten Lenses V 2. Metric Design Tools
Monitoring
r ----------------------------------------------- ,r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------
Data Gathering Data Gathering
Evaluation Data Feedbacki Evaluation Data Feedback
Monitoring Monitoring
Implementation I Data Analysis Implementation Data Analysis
Action Planning Action Planning
4. Metric Design Guide 3. Metric Building Blocks & Metric Elements
Figure 6 Nested Action Research Cycles
3.3 Research Steps: Detailed Steps in Each Action Research Cycle
The detailed research steps and their corresponding modes of inquiry in each action research cycle
are explained in Table 8. The activities of data gathering and evaluation in each of the cycles are
carried out in the pure inquiry mode to elicit as many facts and learning points as possible. The
activity of data feedback in each of the cycles is carried out in the confrontive inquiry mode, where
the action researcher (i.e. thesis author) has shared his ideas, and challenged practicing managers to
think from different perspectives. On the other hand, the activities of data analysis, action planning,
and implementation are carried out in the exploratory inquiry mode such that the action researcher
and practicing managers work together to analyze data, plan and take appropriate actions to solve
the problems.
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S/N Activity Description Mode of
Inquiry
Action Research Cycle 1: EPMS Ten Lenses
1 Data Gathering Existing STA EDC metrics are collected. Discussions and Pure inquiry
interviews are conducted to gather information on the
existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics.
2 Data Feedback EA Ten View Elements/Lenses [1] are proposed as a Confrontive
possible way to evaluate EPMS and metrics. inquiry
3 Data Analysis The applicability of EA Ten View Elements/Lenses to EPMS Exploratory
and metrics is analyzed with respect to the data gathered. inquiry
4 Action Planning Based on data analysis, the tailoring of EA Ten View Exploratory
Elements/Lenses for EPMS and metrics is deemed inquiry
necessary, and therefore planned.
5 Implementation The EPMS Ten Lenses are defined by modifying the Exploratory
definitions of EA Ten View Elements/Lenses. inquiry
6 Evaluation Insights generated from EA and EPMS Ten Lenses are Pure inquiry
reflected upon.
Action Research Cycle 2: Metric Design Tools
7 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1 is augmented with Pure inquiry
additional data collection, discussions, and interviews on
the activities in cycle 1.
8 Data Feedback EPMS Ten Lenses developed in cycle 1 are proposed as Confrontive
different view elements/lenses to evaluate the existing STA inquiry
EDC EPMS and metrics.
9 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses to evaluate STA EDC EPMS Exploratory
and metrics is analyzed. inquiry
10 Action Planning Based on data analysis, the evaluation of STA EDC EPMS Exploratory
and metrics using the EPMS Ten Lenses is planned. inquiry
11 Implementation Existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics are evaluated using the Exploratory
EPMS Ten Lenses. Four Metric Design Tools are developed inquiry
during implementation to help analyze the existing STA EDC
EPMS and metrics.
12 Evaluation Insights generated from the analysis of STA EDC EPMS and Pure inquiry
metrics using EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Design Tools are
reflected upon.
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Action Research Cycle 3: Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements
13 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1 and 2 is augmented Pure inquiry
with additional data collection, discussions, and interviews
on the activities in cycle 1 and 2.
14 Data Feedback The EPMS Ten Lenses are extended to include the seven Confrontive
Metric Building Blocks. inquiry
15 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building Blocks is Exploratory
analyzed. inquiry
16 Action Planning Based on data analysis, there was a need to develop Metric Exploratory
Elements based on EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building inquiry
Blocks.
17 Implementation Metric Elements are developed based on EPMS Ten Lenses Exploratory
and Metric Building Blocks. inquiry
18 Evaluation Insights generated from the development of Metric Pure inquiry
Elements based on EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building
Blocks are reflected upon.
Action Research Cycle 4: Metric Design Guide
19 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1, 2, and 3 is Pure inquiry
augmented with additional data collection, discussions, and
interviews on the activities in cycle 1, 2, and 3.
20 Data Feedback EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Metric Confrontive
Elements are proposed as a complete Metric Design inquiry
Framework.
21 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Exploratory
Metric Elements to design metrics is analyzed. inquiry
22 Action Planning Based on data analysis, there was a need to develop a Exploratory
Metric Design Guide to validate the completeness, usability, inquiry
utility, and implementation of the proposed Metric Design
Framework.
23 Implementation The Metric Design Guide is developed. Exploratory
inquiry
24 Evaluation Insights generated from the Metric Design Guide are Pure inquiry
reflected upon. The entire Metric Design Framework is
validated with practicing managers.
Table 8 Research Steps: Detailed Steps in Each Action Research Cycle
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4. Enterprise Background
Chapter 4 introduces the Engineering and Development Center (EDC) at ST Aerospace (STA), the
enterprise involved in action research and this thesis. This chapter introduces STA first, followed by
EDC, which is a business subsidiary under STA.
4.1 Parent Company Overview: Singapore Technologies Aerospace (STA)
Headquartered in Singapore, STA is the aerospace arm of ST Engineering; a technology-based multi-
national conglomerate that provides one stop integrated engineering services for the aerospace,
electronics, land systems, and marine sectors.' STA specializes in a spectrum of aerospace
maintenance and engineering services for a wide range of military and commercial (i.e. major
airlines, airfreight operators and low cost carriers) aircraft through its operational divisions of
Aircraft Maintenance & Modification (AMM), Component Total Support (CTS), and Engine Total
Support (ETS). STA has achieved S$1.9B in revenue and S$231M in net profit for FY2011. [50]
A leading third party aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) solutions provider, STA has
more than 8,000 staff worldwide. It has a global MRO network with facilities for up to 30 wide-body,
33 narrow-body, and 24 general aviation aircraft in Americas, Asia Pacific, and Europe. STA's
comprehensive suite of capabilities includes airframe, engines, and component MRO; engineering
design and technical services; and aviation materials and management services, including total
aviation support. STA strives to be a one-stop integrated service provider to create value for its
customers worldwide. [50]
STA's quality standards are regularly audited and intentionally recognized by leading airworthiness
authorities worldwide, including the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS), the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), the Japan Civil Aviation
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Bureau (JCAB), the UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), and the Civil Aviation Administration of China
(CAAC). [50]
4.2 Enterprise Overview: STA Engineering Development Center (EDC)
STA is one of the few MRO providers in the world with in-house aircraft design engineering
capabilities that offer customers a wide range of customized engineering and design solutions. This
in-house aircraft design engineering entity is the Engineering and Development Center (EDC) with
about 500 engineers.
4.2.1 STA EDC Organization Chart
The organization chart of STA EDC is shown in Figure 7. EDC has the highest concentration of
engineers among all the business subsidiaries, and EDC is also typically seen as the incubator for
future leaders of STA. EDC is led by Milly Tay, who is also the company adviser for this thesis. In
essence, STA EDC has three business units including the military, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), and
commercial business units. Primary a matrix organization, technical departments (depicted in blue)
support the various projects and programs in STA EDC. The military business unit (MBU) undertakes
projects to upgrade local and foreign military aircraft to address technology obsolescence and
ensure technological advancement. The UAV business unit (UBU) develops UAVs for the local
military. The commercial business unit (CBU) extends the useful aircraft life cycle by converting
passenger aircraft to freighter aircraft, as well as upgrades commercial aircraft by modifying cabin
interiors. [50]
This paragraph provides a short write up for each of the engineering departments in STA EDC. The
Quality Assurance Department (QAD) ensures quality-engineering, systems safety, and business
excellence in EDC. The Avionics System Department (AVS) is responsible for customers'
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requirements definition, avionics system architecture and design, as well as system integration work
on and off the aircraft. Engineers from the Engineering Software Department (ESW) are responsible
for software development and testing for military and UAV programs. The Aircraft Engineering
Department (AED) is responsible for mechanical, thermal, structural, acoustics and composite
analyses, while the Electrical Systems Department (ESD) is in charge of electrical load analyses,
design, and installation. The Advanced Systems Department (ASD) is responsible for UAV systems
development, aerodynamics and flight mechanics analyses, as well as flight control and navigation
system design and analyses. The focus of Avionics Product Department (APD) is to design, develop,
manufacture, and test avionics products for use in military aircraft and UAVs. The Operations
Engineering Department (OED) provides on-site engineering support for commercialized Republic of
Singapore Air Force (RSAF) programs, while the Technical Service Department (TSD) provides liaison
engineering and fleet management services for commercial aircraft operators. The Test Department
(TST) has its expertise in electromagnetic interference and compatibility, as well as flight test
instrumentation and engineering. [50]
Commercial
Business(CBU)
Credit: ST Aerospace (2012)
[Note: As at Q 2012, the UAV Business Unit i
subsumed under the Military Business Unit.
Figure 7 STA EDC Organization Chart [50]
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4.2.2 STA EDC Product Development Cycle
A typical EDC project goes through the product development cycle as shown in Figure 8. A project
always starts with gathering operational and systems requirements from customers including
defense agencies, as well as military and commercial aircraft operators. Once the requirements are
gathered, EDC analyzes and designs the various options. Subsequently, a series of reviews with the
customers finalize the design. Thereafter, the project moves into the prototyping phase. Upon
completion of the prototype, a series of comprehensive testing including lab, ground and flight-
testing are carried out. The appropriate certification (military or commercial route) is then obtained
for the prototype aircraft before prototype delivery and production go ahead. After the prototype
delivery, the rest of the aircraft fleet that require the same modification is brought into STA facilities
for upgrade according to schedule. STA typically supports the operations and MRO of the customers'
aircraft fleet after aircraft modification. [50]
Although the product development cycle is heavily focused on EDC, other business subsidiaries in
STA play very important roles in EDC's projects. More often than not, EDC projects are with
customers who have existing MRO and fleet management contracts with STA. As such, it is
imperative to involve the other business subsidiaries right from the start during project planning,
scheduling and costing. To summarize, EDC program/project managers and engineers work very
closely with their counterparts in the other business subsidiaries. EDC is responsible for the aircraft
design and analyses, new equipment procurement, aircraft wiring diagrams, testing procedures, as
well as flight and maintenance manuals. On the other hand, the other subsidiaries are responsible
for the schedule of the aircraft for project work, removal and installation work, logistical support, as
well as in-service support. As such, the amount of integration, interaction, and coordination involved
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is tremendous between EDC and the rest of STA. The two-way knowledge transfer and collaboration
between EDC and the rest of STA is critical to the success of EDC projects.
While each EDC program/project manager is directly responsible for the profit and loss of the
programs/projects under his care, EDC shares the services of human resources (HR) and finance with
corporate while the other business subsidiaries run their own HR and finance. [50]
4
R ue n
,at
Analysis & Design -
Prototyping LII~ LZ~
In-Service Support
Serial Production
Final Prototype
Delivery
Figure 8 STA EDC Product Development Cycle [50]
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5. Results of Each Action Research Cycle
Chapter 5 presents the detailed results of the four major action research cycles including EPMS Ten
Lenses (cycle 1), Metric Design Tools (cycle 2), Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements (cycle 3),
and Metric Design Guide (cycle 4). The presentation of results for each major action research cycle
begins with a table to summarize the main activities in that particular cycle. Thereafter, diagnosis (i.e.
data gathering, data feedback, and data analysis) and action planning are discussed, followed by
implementation and evaluation. Due to the iterative nature of action research, there have been
times where multiple or all action research cycles were active. Nevertheless, the entire research and
results can be logically decomposed and presented in the sequence of the four major action
research cycles.
Throughout the various action research cycles, there has been active collaboration in the form of
discussions, interviews, action planning and information exchange between the practicing managers
and action researcher (i.e. thesis author). Practicing managers include the head of STA EDC, heads of
various business units (i.e. MBU, UBU, and CBU), as well as heads of functional/technical
departments.
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5.1 Action Research Cycle 1: Enterprise Performance Measurement System Ten
Lenses
Table 9 captures the detailed activities involved in action research cycle 1.
Action Research Cycle 1: EPMS Ten Lenses
S/N Activity Description Mode of
Inquiry
1 Data Gathering Existing STA EDC metrics are collected. Discussions and Pure inquiry
interviews are conducted to gather information on the
existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics.
2 Data Feedback EA Ten View Elements/Lenses [1] are proposed as a Confrontive
possible way to evaluate EPMS and metrics. inquiry
3 Data Analysis The applicability of EA Ten View Elements/Lenses to EPMS Exploratory
and metrics is analyzed with respect to the data gathered. inquiry
4 Action Planning Based on data analysis, the tailoring of EA Ten View Exploratory
Elements/Lenses for EPMS and metrics is deemed inquiry
necessary, and therefore planned.
5 Implementation The EPMS Ten Lenses are defined by modifying the Exploratory
definitions of EA Ten Lenses. inquiry
6 Evaluation Insights generated from EA and EPMS Ten Lenses are Pure inquiry
reflected upon.
Table 9 Action Research Cycle 1 Research Steps
5.1.1 Action Research Cycle 1: Diagnosis and Action Planning
At the start of the first action research cycle, discussions and interviews are initiated to gather
information about the existing EPMS and metrics at STA EDC in the pure inquiry mode. The action
researcher then put forward EA Ten View Elements/Lenses [1] as possible different views to
evaluate the existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics. After analyzing the applicability of EA Ten View
Elements/Lenses to STA EDC EPMS and metrics, the action researcher and practicing managers
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concluded that the EA Ten View Elements/Lenses had to be tailored specifically for the evaluation of
EPMS.
5.1.2 Action Research Cycle 1: Implementation and Evaluation
The tailoring of EA Ten View Elements/Lenses to EPMS Ten Lenses is carried out in an iterative and
collaborative manner. The end results are summarized in Table 10. The leftmost column includes the
different view elements/lenses that can be used for EA and EPMS. The middle column summarizes
the respective view elements/lenses as defined by Nightingale and Rhodes. The rightmost column
contains the final definitions of EPMS Ten Lenses after several rounds of iterations and discussions
between the action researcher and practicing managers. Comparing the definitions of EA Ten Lenses
and EPMS Ten Lenses, most of them are similar but tuned to their respective use contexts of EA and
EPMS respectively. The definitions in Table 10 are self-explanatory. The key takeaway for this action
research cycle is that there are multiple lenses, and therefore multiple areas to work on in order to
build a good EPMS. The "business case" of a good EPMS lies in the product and service lenses:
Managers must invest in the EPMS so that the EPMS can deliver good "products" such as accurate
reports and work output that is aligned to strategy, as well as provide good "services" of strategic
alignment and proactive decision-making.
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View Enterprise Architecting (EA) [1] Enterprise Performance
Measurement System (EPMS)
Ecosystem The exogenous element is the The context in which the EPMS is used
ecosystem. This is the part of the must be comprehensively studied and
world that is relevant to the understood. Specifically, the internal
enterprise, and is characterized by and external landscapes of the
the external regulatory, political, enterprise are evaluated to identify
economic, market, and societal strategic challenges facing the
environment in which the enterprise enterprise. This lens enables managers
operates and competes/cooperates to set good strategies, and provides
with other related enterprises. the foundation of evaluating the
current EPMS.
Strategy The vision, strategic goals, business The metrics of the EPMS should be
model, and enterprise level metrics. clearly mapped to strategic objectives
of the enterprise, so as to support
reporting and monitoring of business
activities, and decision-making.
Stakeholder Enterprise stakeholders are EPMS stakeholders are individuals and
individuals and groups who groups who contribute to, benefit
contribute to, benefit from, and/or from, and/or are affected by the
are affected by the enterprise. performance measurement system.
Stakeholders may be either Generally, the performance
exogenous or endogenous to our measurement stakeholders include the
enterprise, depending on the metric generator, metric collector,
perspective we take. metric processor, metric user
(decision-maker), information
technology, and anyone concerned
with the EPMS.
Organization The culture, organizational structure, The measurement scope of metrics
and the underlying social network of should be clearly defined. Metric
the enterprise. owners and users should also be
identified. The measurement scope
can be at department level,
program/project level, business
subsidiary level, corporate level, or any
combination of the above.
Process Core, leadership, lifecycle and The process lens considers the details
enabling processes by which the of metric generation, collection,
enterprise creates value for its processing, and interpretation.
stakeholders.
Information The available information required by Metrics should provide useful
the enterprise to perform its mission information/insights for metric owners
and operate effectively. and metric users to help them in
decision-making, and taking proactive
corrective actions.
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View Enterprise Architecting (EA) [1] Enterprise Performance
Measurement System (EPMS)
Knowledge The competencies, explicit and tacit Based on the experience and
knowledge, and intellectual property knowledge of the EPMS stakeholders
resident in the enterprise. with regards to the generation,
collection, processing and
interpretation of metrics, the decision-
making "rules" should be improved
over time.
Infrastructure Systems and information technology, Systems and information technology,
communications technology, and communications technology, and
physical facilities that enable physical facilities that enable metric
enterprise performance. collection, processing, and
interpretation.
Product The products that the enterprise The core products are: (1) Computer
acquires, markets, develops, or human generated reports to
manufactures, and/or distributes to report/monitor business activities, and
stakeholders. (2) Work output that is aligned to
strategy.
Service The offerings derived from enterprise The core services are: (1) Alignment to
knowledge, skills, and competences strategy, and (2) Decision-making.
that deliver value to stakeholders,
including support of products.
Table 10 Enterprise Architecting (EA) vs. Enterprise Performance Measurement System (EPMS) Ten View
Elements/Lenses
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5.2 Action Research Cycle 2: Metric Design Tools
Table 11 captures the detailed activities involved in action research cycle 2.
Action Research Cycle 2: Metric Design Tools
S/N Activity Description Mode of
Inquiry
1 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1 is augmented with Pure inquiry
additional data collection, discussions, and interviews on
the activities in cycle 1.
2 Data Feedback EPMS Ten Lenses developed in cycle 1 are proposed as Confrontive
different view elements/lenses to evaluate STA EDC EPMS inquiry
and metrics.
3 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses to evaluate the existing STA Exploratory
EDC EPMS and metrics is analyzed. inquiry
4 Action Planning Based on data analysis, the evaluation of STA EDC EPMS Exploratory
and metrics using the EPMS Ten Lenses is planned. inquiry
5 Implementation Existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics are evaluated using the Exploratory
EPMS Ten Lenses. Four Metric Design Tools are developed inquiry
during implementation to help analyze the existing STA EDC
EPMS and metrics.
6 Evaluation Insights generated from the analysis of STA EDC EPMS and Pure inquiry
metrics using EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Design Tools are
reflected upon.
Table 11 Action Research Cycle 2 Research Steps
5.2.1 Action Research Cycle 2: Diagnosis and Action Planning
At the start of action research cycle 2, data gathered and generated in cycle 1 is augmented with
additional data collection, discussions, and interviews on the activities in cycle 1. The action
researcher then put forward EPMS Ten Lenses developed in cycle 1 as different view
elements/lenses to evaluate the existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics. After analyzing the utility of
EPMS Ten Lenses to evaluate the existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics, the action researcher and
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practicing managers concluded that the EPMS Ten Lenses are appropriate, and agreed to develop
appropriate methods and tools as required during the implementation phase.
5.2.2 Action Research Cycle 2: Implementation and Evaluation
During implementation, the ecosystem lens is first applied followed by the strategy lens. Thereafter,
the stakeholder, process, infrastructure, product, and service lenses are analyzed. Organization lens
is applied next, while information and knowledge lenses are the last two lenses to be used. The
following five sections presents the implementation and evaluation results:
e Ecosystem Lens
* Strategy Lens
* Stakeholder, Process, Infrastructure, Product, and Service Lenses
* Organization Lens
e Information and Knowledge Lenses
5.2.2.1 Ecosystem Lens
The context in which the STA EDC EPMS is used must be comprehensively studied and understood
because it enables management to set good strategies, and serves as an important foundation to
evaluate the existing EPMS. While the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the ecosystem lens
analysis are beyond the scope of this thesis, the main purpose of the ecosystem lens analysis is to
help managers understand the operating environment relevant to the enterprise. This will enable
them to set good and realistic enterprise strategic objectives, which will in turn be measured by
performance metrics. There are two main steps taken during the ecosystem lens analysis:
* Step 1: Study the enterprise landscape.
- Step 2: Identify and evaluate strategic challenges facing the enterprise.
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In step 1, the general market environment facing STA EDC is studied with respect to the military,
UAV, and commercial business landscapes. In step 2, the strategic challenges facing each of the
specific business areas are analyzed.
Military Business Landscape
STA has close working relationship with RSAF, providing RSAF with MRO and engineering services
since 1975. The military business including both local and foreign customers has been providing EDC
with steady streams of revenue throughout the years with aircraft upgrade projects. However,
increasing competition from aircraft and subsystem OEMs entering the system integration and
upgrade market drives EDC to innovate and come up with new value propositions to improve
platform lifecycle support, new capability insertion, and customize solutions to the specific needs of
military customers.
UAV Business Landscape
According to Teal Group's market study (see Figure 9), the worldwide UAV expenditure is expected
to increase from US$5.9 billion in 2011 to US$11.3 billion in 2020, totaling just over US$94 billion
between 2011 and 2020. United States accounts for 77% of the worldwide expenditure, with Asia
Pacific representing the second largest market, and Europe closely behind. Africa and Latin America
are relatively modest markets. The huge worldwide UAV expenditure and interest in UAV-related
development drive EDC to look into unexplored areas of UAV platform development, propulsion
systems, fuel cell technologies, payloads, data link, and ground control stations.
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Figure 9 World UAV Markets 2011-2020 (Source: Teal Group, 2011)
Commercial Business Landscape
According to Boeing, air cargo traffic is expected to grow by an average annual rate of 5.6% over the
next 20 years. Some factors driving air cargo traffic include urbanization, growing world trade, and
increasing demand for transport of perishable and time-sensitive commodities. Figure 10 shows the
projected average economy (GDP) and cargo (RTK) growth rates in different regions over the next 20
years. The increased air cargo traffic implies the need for an increased number of cargo aircraft. Not
only does this trend present MRO business opportunities for STA, it also drives EDC to expand its
current PTF business and look into new areas like air cargo products and cabin interiors.
North America
Economy (GDP 2 7',c,
Cargo;RTK 4co'ny (GDP 3 4
Europe
Eco;'orn' tGRTJ. 2^
Asia Pacific
Economy (GDPt 47
Latin America 
Cargo(RTK):
Economy iGDPv 4 2 East
Cargo RTK 6 Economy (GDPt 4,1
Africa [Cargo RTK) 6_2%
Economy GDP1 4 4%
CaroTKh 52h
Figure 10 Average GDP & RTK Growth Rates over the next 20 years (Source: Boeing, 2011)
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Strategic Challenges in Military Business
With the advancement of aviation technology, the OEMs are producing smarter subsystems that in
turn limit the role of EDC as a system integrator. Moreover, OEMs are gradually competing in the
aftermarket business of system integration by tightening control of their data required for aircraft
upgrades and modification. Furthermore, other cumbersome barriers to overcome include
regulations such as the import and export procedures of Singapore Customs, and ITAR of the United
States. Last but not least, the new aircraft platforms tend to be designed with "plug and play" for
new sensors, thus eliminating the need for upgrades. Aircraft OEMs also tightly control the data for
these newer platforms.
Strategic Challenges in UAV Business
This is a very exciting yet challenging business for EDC. The growth prospects and the multitude of
commercial and military applications of UAVs are drawing many competitors into the market.
Though attractive, the UAV market is nationalistic in nature with political and security considerations.
The flight restrictions and safety concerns of UAVs may also hinder their growth. Since EDC designs
and manufactures its own UAV products, there is a need to address increasing cost of production
due to labor and export control regulations. While the SAF has procured and deployed EDC's UAVs, it
is much tougher to market and sell the same UAVs in foreign countries.
Strategic Challenges in Commercial Business
While EDC holds the STCs for Boeing 757-200 PTF issued by various authorities such as the FAA and
CAAC, the aircraft OEMs are gradually entering the huge PTF market. Otherwise, the aircraft OEMs
are charging higher rates for intellectual property such as aircraft data to perform PTF. Furthermore,
the physical distance from FAA and EASA makes the already rigorous certification process more
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challenging. In addition, EDC has been unable to enter the civil system integration business due to
the lack of related products, engineering expertise, and experience.
Strategic Considerations in Causal Loop Diagram
The causal loop diagram in Figure 11 depicts the relationships of some strategic considerations when
growing STA EDC. The reinforcing "technology development" loop shows that the more engineering
and development grows, the more capabilities and knowledge are gained, and the more original
products EDC can make, and thus EDC's bargaining power increases. The reinforcing "technology
development" loop is countered with a balancing "less partnership" loop where there is less reliance
on OEMs, but this can also decrease partnerships with OEMs which in turn leads to less
upgrades/modifications to OEM products and less engineering and development growth. On the
other hand, the other reinforcing "leverage collaboration" loop shows that more knowledge and
capabilities gained can result in more upgrades/modifications to OEM products, which in turn fuel
engineering and development growth. In essence, the two reinforcing loops must dominate the
balancing loop to ensure long-term engineering and development growth. This causal loop model is
not meant to be exhaustive, but to highlight some of the dynamic relationships that exist in the
modeled space. Certainly, there are other relevant tools apart from causal loop diagrams that can be
utilized for strategic considerations such as SWOT analysis, PEST analysis, and Porter's Five Forces
(i.e. five external forces including supplier power, buyer power, competitive rivalry, threat of
substitution and threat of new entry).
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Figure 11 Strategic Considerations in Causal Loop Diagram
5.2.2.2 Strategy Lens
According to the definition of EPMS strategy lens, performance metrics should be clearly mapped to
strategic objectives of the enterprise, so as to support reporting and monitoring of business
activities, and proactive decision-making. The relevance of performance metrics to enterprise
success is largely dependent on the mapping of metrics to strategic objectives. Setting good strategic
objectives is beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore the strategic objectives set by STA EDC
management are assumed to be final. STA EDC management has always mapped STA EDC strategic
objectives (i.e. specific business objectives) to STA strategic thrusts for higher strategic alignment to
the STA's principal areas of focus. For confidentiality reasons, only STA strategic thrusts are
presented in this thesis. Moreover, STA EDC management has informed that the existing mapping of
STA EDC metrics to STA strategic thrusts is appropriate as the strategic thrusts represent financial
and non-financial, processing and outputs, tactical (short-term) and strategic (long-term), internal
and external, planning and execution, quantitative and qualitative, as well as historical, current and
future aspects. STA EDC management also added that the real challenge is not to introduce new
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metrics, but to enhance the existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics for better performance
measurement.
Metric selection is also beyond the scope of this thesis as the focus is to evaluate and improve the
existing STA EDC EPMS and metrics. Nevertheless, the X-Matrix is used to ensure alignment between
strategic objectives, metrics, business processes, and stakeholder values, as well as to identify
missing metrics [34]. The X-Matrix analysis does not suggest any missing metrics, but highlight the
opportunity to improve the existing metrics. The X-Matrix analysis is excluded from this thesis for
confidentiality reasons.
The three steps for strategy lens analysis are:
* Step 1: Use X-Matrix [34] to identify missing metrics. (Note: For STA EDC, no missing metrics
are identified. X-Matrix analysis is excluded for confidentiality reasons.)
* Step 2: Mapping of metrics to strategic objectives (Note: STA EDC management feels that
the existing mapping of STA EDC metrics to STA strategic thrusts is appropriate.)
* Step 3: Evaluate existing state of enterprise strategic alignment.
Mapping of Existing STA EDC Metrics to STA Strategic Thrusts
STA EDC strategic objectives have always been mapped to STA strategic thrusts for strategic
alignment. STA strategic thrusts are explained in Table 12. The existing mapping of STA EDC metrics
to STA strategic thrusts is summarized in Table 13.
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Table 12 STA Strategic Thrusts [50]
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S/N Strategic Thrusts Description
1 Customer Focus Our customers dictate our success. We deliver high levels of satisfaction
through value creation, quality products and systems and exemplary
services.
2 Quality & Safety Quality and safety are integral to our business. We take a
comprehensive approach to quality and safety, including system,
product, security and cultural perspectives.
3 People Excellence People are our company's greatest resource. We foster a committed
and engaged workforce through continuous learning, an equitable
recognition system, and a conducive culture.
4 Technology & Technology and process give us the competitive edge. We harness and
Process Excellence leverage technologies to meet the changing needs of our customers and
to provide us with the cutting edge to be competitive. Through
innovation, we streamline our processes to deliver greater value to our
customers.
5 Programme Effective programme management creates value for all stakeholders.
Performance We achieve superior programme performance by focusing on meeting
our customers' requirements and by driving towards higher
effectiveness and efficiency.
6 Financial Financial performance is our foundation. We build and grow our
Performance businesses through strong business fundamentals and value-creation,
ensuring that all stakeholders benefit from sound finances and a strong
bottom line.
S/N STA Strategic Metric STA EDC Metrics
Thrust ID
1 Customer Focus CF1 Planned vs. Actual New Orders Received (Numbers & %)
2 Customer Focus CF2 New Orders Secured ($)
3 Customer Focus CF3 Customer Satisfaction (%)
4 Customer Focus CF4 Number of Customer Commendations
5 Customer Focus CF5 Number of New Customers
6 Customer Focus CF6 Planned vs. Actual -Time to Market for New Products/Services
7 Customer Focus CF7 Number of Export Control Violations
8 Quality & Safety Q1 Number of Internal Audit Findings
9 Quality & Safety Q2 Number of External Audit Findings
10 Quality & Safety S1 Number of Internal Security Breaches
11 Quality & Safety S2 Number of External Security Breaches
12 Quality & Safety S3 Number of Work-Related Accidents/Incidents
13 Quality & Safety Q3 Resolved vs. Identified Software Change & Problem Report (Numbers
and %)
14 Quality & Safety Q4 Closed vs. Raised Engineering Assistance Request (EAR) (Numbers and %)
15 Quality & Safety Q5 Closed vs. Raised System Query Note (SQN) (Numbers and %)
16 Quality & Safety Q6 Closed vs. Raised Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) (Numbers and %)
17 Quality & Safety Q7 Aging/Overdue of EAR, SQN, ECP
18 People Excellence PE1 Turnover (Numbers & %)
19 People Excellence PE2 Planned vs. Actual - Number of Completed Training Courses
20 People Excellence PE3 Employee Satisfaction - Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) (%)
21 People Excellence PE4 Number of Scholarships/Sponsorships Awarded
22 Technology & T1 Planned vs. Actual - Completion of New Products / Capabilities / Offerings
Process Excellence
23 Technology & T2 Planned vs. Actual - Successful Demonstration of Technology Development
Process Excellence (R&D)
24 Technology & T3 Number of Unique Inventions
Process Excellence
25 Technology & T4 Number of Collaborative Projects with Partners
Process Excellence
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S/N STA Strategic Metric STA EDC Metrics
Thrust ID
26 Technology & T5 Number of Technology Evaluated, Due Diligence, Investment Proposal
Process Excellence
27 Technology & T6 R&D Funding excluding development programs ($)
Process Excellence
28 Technology & P1 Improvements in Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ per year)
Process Excellence
29 Technology & P2 Improvements in Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ over life
Process Excellence cycle)
30 Programme PP1 Liquidated Damages Paid for Late Delivery ($)
Performance
31 Programme PP2 Number of Rescheduled Projects not Due to Customers' New
Performance Requirements
32 Programme PP3 Number of Aircraft Delivered on Time
Performance
33 Programme PP4 Planned vs. Actual Drawings Delivered (Numbers & %)
Performance
34 Programme PP5 Planned vs. Actual Documents Delivered (Numbers and %)
Performance
35 Programme PP6 Planned vs. Actual Software Coding Completed (in %)
Performance
36 Programme PP7 Aging/Overdue of Drawings, Documents and Software Coding
Performance
37 Financial FP1 Planned vs. Actual Manhours (manhours)
Performance
38 Financial FP2 Planned vs. Actual Sales ($)
Performance
39 Financial FP3 Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - Labor ($)
Performance
40 Financial FP4 Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - "Out of Pocket" ($)
Performance
41 Financial FP5 Planned vs. Actual Gross Profit ($)
Performance
42 Financial FP6 Productivity = (Sales - Cost of Goods Sold) / Employment Cost
Performance
Table 13 Existing Mapping of STA EDC Metrics to STA Strategic Thrusts [50]
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Insights from Analyzing Existing Mapping of STA EDC Metrics to STA Strategic Thrusts
The information in Table 12 and Table 13 is collected and presented to STA EDC managers for
discussion. This discussion has yielded three valuable insights. Firstly, the mapping of STA EDC
metrics to STA strategic thrusts has been done at STA corporate level, but this mapping has not been
fully propagated throughout STA EDC. Most senior STA EDC managers are aware of the mapping, but
the same cannot be said of the junior managers and employees.
Secondly, just by presenting the existing mapping of STA EDC metrics to STA strategic thrusts as in
Table 13, certain issues regarding existing metrics have surfaced:
- Metrics like number of internal/external security breaches are being collected, but it is
unclear how these metrics are used in terms of decision-making.
0 Metrics such as turnover and number of scholarships/sponsorship awarded are collected
and analyzed only when necessary, and there have not been specific targets to meet.
Thirdly, it is found that different managers can come up with different mappings. This is hardly
surprising because good metrics can be mapped to multiple strategic thrusts. Nevertheless, the
purposes of the metrics need to be clearly documented and articulated to minimize ambiguity
during mapping. In addition, homogenous mapping ensures strategic alignment of metrics, and more
importantly alignment of managers and employees to strategic thrusts.
Strategic Alignment Tool
The existing mapping of STA EDC metrics to STA strategic thrusts is a one-to-one mapping of metrics
to strategic thrusts. Given the insight that metrics can be mapped to multiple strategic thrusts, the
Strategic Alignment Tool is developed to rigorously analyze the existing state of enterprise strategic
alignment as shown in Table 14. In essence, the existing STA EDC metrics are listed on the leftmost
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column followed by the strategic thrusts in the next few columns. For each metric, the extent to
which it drives each strategic thrust is scored between zero and three, with zero indicating the
metric not driving the particular strategic thrust at all, and three indicating the metric driving the
particular strategic thrust to a high extent. Once all the strategic thrusts are scored for a particular
metric, the horizontal summation of the individual scores (i.e. depicted in blue in Table 14) gives the
total horizontal score (i.e. depicted in red in Table 14), representing the extent to which each metric
drives all the strategic thrusts. The same procedures are repeated for all STA EDC metrics. Once
completed, the vertical summation of the individual scores (i.e. depicted in blue in Table 14) gives
the total vertical score (i.e. depicted in green in Table 14), representing the extent to which all the
metrics drive each particular strategic thrust.
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ISTRATEGIC ALIGNMENT TOOL (FOR METRICS)
Cutmr Quality & Safety Technology & Process Programme Financial Totai SCOre
S/N STA EDC Merc Focus e E xcelnce Performance Performance Per Metric
Quality Safety Technology Process
1 Planned vs. Actual New Orders Received (Numbers & %0 0 0 0 0
2 New Orders Secured ($) 0 0 0 0 0
3 Customer Satisfaction (%) 0 0
4 NumberofCustomerCommendations 0 0 0 0 0
5 Number of New Customers 0 0 0 0 0
6 Planned vs. Actual -Time to Market for New Products/Services 0 0 0 0
7 Number of Export Control Violations 0 0 0 0
8 Number of Intemal Audit Findings 0 0 0
9 Number of External Audit Findings 0 0 0
10 Number of Intemal Security Breaches 0 0 0
11 Number of Eternal Security Breaches 0 0 0
12 Number of Work-Related Accidents/incidents 0
13 Resolved vs. Identified Software Change & Problem Report (Numbers and %) 0
14 Closed vs. Raised Engineering Assistance Request (EAR) (Numbers and %)
15 Closed vs. Raised System Query Note (SQN) (Numbers and %)0
16 Closed vs. Raised Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) (Numbers and %)
17 Aging/Overdue of EAR, SQN, ECP
18 Turnover (Numbers & %)
19 Planned vs. Actual -Number of Completed Training Courses 0 0 0 0
20 Employee Satisfaction -Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) () 0 0 0 0
21 Number of Scholarships/Sponsorships Awarded 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 Planned vs. Actual -Completion of New Products / Capabilities / Offerings 0 0 0
23 Planned vs. Actual -Successful Demonstration of Technology Development (R&D) 0 0 0
24 Numberof Unique inventions 0 0 0
25 Number of Collaborative Projects with Partners 0 0 0 0 0
26 Number of Technology Evaluated, Due Diligence, Investment Proposal 0 0
27 R&D Funding excluding development programs ($) 0 0 0
28 Improvements inQuality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ per year)
29 Improvements inQuality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ over life cycle)
30 Uquidated Damages Paid for Late Delivery (S) 0 0
31 Number of Rescheduled Projects not Due to Customers'New Requirements 0 0 0 0
32 Number of Aircraft Delivered on Time 0 0 0 0
33 Planned vs. Actual Drawings Delivered (Numbers & %) 0 0
34 Planned vs. Actual Documents Delivered (Numbers and %) 0 0
35 Planned vs. Actual Software Coding Completed (in %) 0 0
36 Aging/Overdue of Drawings, Documents and Software Coding 0 0
37 Planned vs. Actual Manhours (manhours) 0 0 0 0
38 Planned vs. Actual Sales (S) 0 0 0 0 0
39 Planned vs. Actual Expenditure -Labor() 0 0 0
40 Planned vs. Actual Expenditure -"Out of Pocket" 0 0 0 0 0
41 Planned vs. Actual Gross Profit ($ 0 0 0 0
42 Productivity = (Sales -Cost of Goods Sold) / Employment Cost 0 0 0
Total Scaoe Per Strategic Thrust 29 21 15 23
The extent to which each metric drives The extent to which each strategic The extent to which each metric drives
each strategic thrust thrust is driven by the metrics all the strategic thrusts
0 20 3
None Low Moderate High Very Low Low Moderate High Very Low Low Moderate High
Table 14 Strategic Alignment Tool - STA EDC
Insights from Strategic Alignment Tool
While the scoring may be somewhat subjective, the Strategic Alignment Tool accounts for the fact
that each metric can drive multiple strategic thrusts, and gives managers three important insights:
(1) Extent to which each metric drives each strategic thrust; (2) Extent to which each metric drives all
the strategic thrusts; (3) Extent to which each strategic thrust is driven by all the metrics.
With regards to (1), few good metrics are better than many not-so-good metrics. In other words, it is
better to have one good metric that drives one strategic thrust to a high extent, rather than three
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not-so-good metrics that each drives the same strategic thrust to a weak extent. Moreover, metrics
that drive multiple strategic thrusts tend to be more representative of overall company performance,
but are less likely to have enough resolution for day-to-day decision-making. On the other hand,
metrics that drive specific strategic thrusts tend to have more resolution for day-to-day decision-
making, but are less likely to be representative of overall company performance. Taking into
consideration the trade-off between metrics being representative of overall company performance,
and metrics having enough resolution for decision-making, the recommendation is to ensure that
each metric drives at least one strategic thrust to a high extent. That will ensure the utility of the
metric in terms of decision-making. The trade-off is evident in Table 14 as no metric is able to drive
more than two strategic thrusts to high extents.
Moving on to (2), metrics with high total horizontal scores drive all the strategic thrusts strongly as a
whole. Such metrics with high total horizontal scores should be identified, and checked if the metric
drives more than one strategic thrust to high extent. If so, such a metric is worthwhile because it
provides enough resolution for day-to-day decision-making, as well as drives overall company
performance with respect to multiple strategic thrusts. For example, Figure 12 captures the total
horizontal scores for each of the existing STA EDC metrics, and "closed vs. raised system query note
(SQN)" has the highest total horizontal score. At the same time, this particular metric drives both the
strategic thrusts of customer focus and quality to high extents, and other strategic thrusts to low or
moderate extents. While "closed vs. raised system query note (SQN)" is a good metric to focus on,
this does not mean that the metric with the lowest total horizontal score (i.e. number of
scholarships/sponsorships awarded) is not useful or worthwhile. Despite its low total horizontal
score, the "number of scholarships/sponsorships awarded", which drives the strategic thrust of
people excellence strongly, has its own merits in terms of its narrow focus. On the other hand,
metrics like "turnover" drives the strategic thrusts of people excellence strongly too, but it also
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Finally for (3), when the total vertical scores of all STA EDC metrics are plotted on a spider plot as
shown in Figure 13, it is obvious that STA EDC places more emphasis on customer focus, programme
performance, financial performance, and process excellence, as compared to technology excellence,
quality, safety, and people excellence. The spider plot enables management to calibrate the
enterprise strategic focus by adjusting the metrics used, which in turn drive the shape of the spider
plot. Since the Strategic Alignment Tool considers multiple strategic thrusts driven by each metric,
the resulting spider plot is a more accurate representation of the focus on the various strategic
thrusts compared to the one-to-one mapping of metrics to strategic thrusts. All in all, there must be
alignment between strategy and metrics because a firm becomes what it measures. Ambiguity that
exists between metrics and strategy must be minimized if not eliminated.
Customer Focus
8-
Financial Quality
Performanc
Programme Safety
Performance
Process Excellence People Excellence
Technology
Excellence
Figure 13 Spider Plot of STA EDC Metrics
5.2.2.3 Stakeholder, Process, Infrastructure, Product, and Service Lenses
Stakeholder Lens
EPMS stakeholder lens is crucial as it lays the foundation for process, infrastructure, product, and
service lenses. The stakeholder lens analysis includes:
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* Step 1: Identify EPMS stakeholders.
e Step 2: Recognize EPMS stakeholders' needs.
e Step 3: Determine value flows among EPMS stakeholders.
* Step 4: Create EPMS Value Flow Map.
e Step 5: Analyze the value flows with respect to stakeholder, process, infrastructure, product,
and service lenses.
Identify EPMS Stakeholders
The EPMS stakeholders are identified as corporate, metric user, metric generator, metric collector,
metric processor, and information technology. The generalization of EPMS stakeholders makes them
broadly applicable to a wide range of enterprises across multiple industries. These EPMS
stakeholders are formally defined as follows:
* Corporate: Consists of senior management who is responsible for making strategic decisions.
* Metric User: An employee (e.g. manager) who utilizes the metric for strategic alignment,
monitoring and reporting of business activities, as well as decision-making.
* Metric Generator: An employee (e.g. engineer) who performs the actual work that
generates metric-related data for collection.
* Metric Collector: An employee (e.g. manager or appointed personnel) who collects metric-
related data.
* Metric Processor: An employee (e.g. manager or appointed personnel) who processes
metric-related data.
e Information Technology (IT): IT group that provides the necessary hardware and software
infrastructure to enable metric collection, processing, and interpretation.
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Recognize EPMS Stakeholders' Needs
The EPMS stakeholders' needs are summarized in Figure 14, which is an Object Process
Methodology (OPM) pictorial representation inspired by MIT ESD.34 System Architecture Class [51].
As seen in Figure 14, the generalization of EPMS stakeholders' needs makes these needs widely
applicable to a multitude of enterprises across various industries.
Corporate / Metric Metric Metric Information
Metric User Generator Collector Processor Technology
Clear intent of Clear Intent of Formulas for Clear Intent of
Metrics Metrics Wor Output Metrics Metrics
Monitoring Data Required Dat Rerd
(receive reports) Good Decisions - - n M- M
Reporting Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of
(send reports) Data Colection Data Processing Data Collection
rr Tooks for IT Tools for Fornulas for
Decision Ma Data ProcessingMi
Work Output Data tion Units of Measure
Timely, Accurate, Frequency of
insigtul Data Data Processing
Ease of Metric Metric PresentationinterpetatiFo'n'mt
-Investment ($)
Figure 14 EPMS Stakeholders' Needs
Value Flows Among EPMS Stakeholders
Based on the identified EPMS stakeholders and their needs, the following value flows among EPMS
stakeholders are defined:
Strategic intent: Communication of intent and purpose.
e Investment: Strategic allocation of resources in terms of time, effort, and money.
Work output: Work-in-progress and/or finished products and services.
* Information flow: Flow of unprocessed or processed metric-related data. Data processing
can be fully automatic (i.e. data entry followed by computer-generated reports), or semi-
automatic (i.e. data entry followed by some form of human processing).
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* Technology: Hardware and software infrastructure that enable metric collection, processing,
and interpretation.
EPMS Value Flow Map
Based on the EPMS stakeholders identified, their needs, and the value flows among EPMS
stakeholders, the EPMS Value Flow Map is created as shown in Figure 15. The EPMS Value Flow Map
clearly illustrates the value flows among EPMS stakeholders. Three different boxes depict three
different levels in the EPMS including corporate, program/project/department, and execution.
Intent and investment flows from corporate to metric user, which in turn flows to the metric
generator. The metric generator then generates work output, which flows back to metric user and
corporate. As work output is being generated, metric collector collects the metric-related data. Once
the metric-related data is being collected, there are two routes for information processing: the
automatic route and the semi-automatic route. The automatic route is supported by centralized IT
such as SAP and ERP, where reports are automatically generated by computers after data entry. The
semi-automatic route is supported by decentralized IT such as Microsoft Excel, where reports are
processed and generated by humans after data entry. Both corporate and metric users receive
automatic and semi-automatic reports. Last but not least, IT receives intent and investment from
metric users and corporate. This EPMS Value Flow Map serves as a basis to analyze stakeholder,
process, infrastructure, product, and service lenses. While the EPMS Value Flow Map is developed
based on STA EDC EPMS, the Value Flow Map is broadly applicable to other EPMS in various
industries with little or no modification.
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Figure 15 EPMS Value Flow Map
Insights from Stakeholder Lens
By analyzing the stakeholders and value flows, it is noteworthy that the intent flows down from
corporate to metric user, metric generator, and IT as indicated by the stakeholders and intent flows,
which are highlighted in yellow in Figure 16. However, intent does not flow to metric collector and
metric processor. In addition, the exchanges of value flows between metric generator and metric
collector, as well as metric collector and metric processor are one-way. In other words, metric
generator gives work output to metric collector, but metric generator gets nothing in return from
metric collector; metric collector provides metric-related data to processor, but metric collector gets
nothing in return from metric processor.
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Figure 16 EPMS Value Flow Map - Stakeholder Lens
To optimize value flows, one easy solution is to assign the same personnel to be the metric
generator, metric collector, and metric processor. While this addresses the loss of higher intent to
metric collector and metric processor, the downside is that the same person may try to "game" the
EPMS by intentionally reporting erroneous metric-related data that will render performance
measurement ineffective. One workaround is to broadcast higher intent and keep the metric
generator, metric collector, and metric processor separate. Another workaround is to establish
sound procedures to prevent erroneous reporting, especially when the metric generator, metric
collector, and metric processor are the same person.
In terms of designing metrics, the stakeholder lens emphasizes the importance to identify the
specific stakeholders, and consider their value flows and interactions among one another. There are
two key takeaways from the stakeholder lens analysis. First is to clearly define the purposes of the
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metrics such that every employee in the enterprise understands the higher intent. Second is to
identify possible unintended consequences of the metrics, and put in place mitigation plans or
processes to ensure the fidelity of the metrics.
Insights from Process Lens
The process lens considers the details of metric generation, metric collection, metric processing, and
metric interpretation. The relevant stakeholders and value flows for the process lens are highlighted
in yellow in Figure 17. Applying the process lens to metric design, there is a need to determine the
metric generator, data required for collection, data generation process, metric collector, collection
frequency, metric processor (for semi-automatic processing), processing frequency, processing
formulas, units of measure, and post processing metric presentation format. Planning and execution
of these operational details determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the EPMS.
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Figure 17 EPMS Value Flow Map - Process Lens
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Insights from Infrastructure Lens
The infrastructure lens considers the systems and IT, communications technology, and physical
facilities that enable metric collection, metric processing, and metric interpretation. As EPMS
infrastructure includes hardware (i.e. computers, network equipment, printers etc.), software (e.g.
SAP, ERP, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project etc.), and physical facilities (offices, data centers etc.),
all of these should be given due consideration when evaluating the existing EPMS. The relevant
stakeholders and value flows for the infrastructure lens are highlighted in yellow in Figure 18. The
highlighted technology value flows only include software because it is assumed that hardware and
physical facilities have to be in place before software can be deployed.
Applying the infrastructure lens to metric design, there is a need to determine the method of
collection and method of processing. In essence, there are two routes for the method of collection
and method of processing. One is the semi-automatic route, which involves decentralized software
like Microsoft Excel. The other is the automatic route, which involves centralized software like SAP.
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Investment Investment
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Figure 18 EPMS Value Flow Map - Infrastructure Lens
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Insights from Product Lens
The product lens considers the "products" of the EPMS: (1) Computer (i.e. automatic) or human (i.e.
semi-automatic) generated reports; (2) Work output that is aligned to strategy. The relevant
stakeholders and value flows are highlighted in yellow in Figure 19. All the "products" of EPMS flows
to and fro the corporate, program/project/department, and execution levels. A closer look at Figure
19 reveals two performance feedback loops in the form of automatic and semi-automatic reports at
the program/project/department and corporate levels. While both feedback loops are important, it
is important to ensure that the execution level receives performance feedback in the form of intent
and investment from the metric user as early and as frequently as possible. Though the Value Flow
Map does not explicitly include the information flow of automatic and semi-automatic reports to the
execution level, this flow of information is certainly useful, and should be made available for the
execution level to receive performance feedback promptly.
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Figure 19 EPMS Value Flow Map - Product Lens
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Insights from Service Lens
The service lens considers the "services" provided by the EPMS: (1) Alignment to strategy; (2)
Decision-making. The relevant stakeholders and value flows are highlighted in yellow in Figure 20. A
closer look at Figure 20 reveals that the degree of alignment to strategy depends on the
communication of intent across the corporate, program/project/department, and execution levels.
Typically, intent is not communicated to the metric collector and metric processor. Therefore,
management can consider to broadcast intent such that every EPMS stakeholder understands the
higher strategic intent. Decision-making involves both communication of intent and allocation of
resources (i.e. investment value flows). The quality of the communication of intent and allocation of
resources largely depends on the ability of reports to accurately reflect company performance. In
summary, the ultimate purpose of the EPMS is to enable management to develop sound business
strategy, and make better decisions. Therefore, it is certainly a worthwhile investment to establish a
good EPMS.
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Insights from EPMS Value Flow Map Analysis
In order to evaluate the existing overall status of STA EDC EPMS, the value flows in the Value Flow
Map are considered and assigned appropriate strengths of strong, moderate, and weak. Overall, STA
EDC EPMS is satisfactory with mostly moderate value flows as seen in Figure 21. This Value Flow
Map analysis highlights the areas of strengths and weaknesses of STA EDC EPMS, and gives
management a visual representation of areas that require improvement in the whole EPMS context.
A closer look at Figure 21 suggests that a logical and worthwhile first step is to improve the value
flows of intent from metric user to metric generator, and from metric user to IT. Taking it one step
further, one of the insights from stakeholder lens is to broadcast intent to all EPMS stakeholders.
Once intent is well understood by the various EPMS stakeholders, it is reasonable to assume that
some improvements to other value flows will follow. Thereafter, the EPMS can be evaluated again
with the Value Flow Map, and further improvements can be made.
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Figure 21 EPRMS Value Flow Map - STA EDC Analysis
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5.2.2.4 Organization Lens
The organization lens focuses on defining the measurement scope of metrics. This is especially
important for matrix organizations in order to enable the simultaneous evaluation of functional and
project performance. Measurement scope can be at department level, program/project level,
business subsidiary level, corporate level or any combination of the these levels. Metric owners and
metric users at these levels should be identified:
e Metric owner is directly responsible for the performance of the metric, in terms of
performing actual work.
* Metric user may or may not be directly responsible for the performance of the metric in
terms of performing actual work. Metric user utilizes the metric to ensure strategic
alignment, monitor and/or report business activities, and more importantly has the
authority to make decisions that affect the performance of the metric.
The three steps for organization lens analysis include:
* Step 1: Identify the enterprise organization structure.
* Step 2: Identify the program/project organization (i.e. functional, dedicated, or matrix)
* Step 3: Determine the measurement scope of metrics.
Enterprise Organization Structure and Program/Project Organization
The organization structure of STA EDC is presented in Figure 7. STA EDC is primarily a matrix
organization where the programs/projects in the MBU, UBU, and CBU are supported by various
technical/functional departments. The technical/functional departments involved in the various
business units are summarized in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 STA EDC Program/Project Organization [50]
Measurement Scope Tool
The Measurement Scope Tool is developed to aid metric design in the following ways:
e Clear ownership of metrics at the department, program/project, business subsidiary, and
corporate levels.
e Clear visibility in terms of using metrics for decision-making at all levels.
- Clear aggregation of metrics from lower to higher levels, and clear disaggregation of metrics
from higher to lower levels.
The Measurement Scope Tool is applied to the existing STA EDC metrics as summarized in Table 15.
The existing STA EDC metrics are on the leftmost column. The remaining columns represent the
various entities at the corporate, business subsidiary, program/project, and department levels from
left to right. Each metric has two rows, with one representing the metric owner and the other
representing the metric user. Each entity at the business subsidiary level and below has their own
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Imetric symbol (i.e. H, M, U, C, V, W, E, T, 0, S, P, A, C and Q), representing the metric-related data of
that particular entity. The owner and user of each metric are identified at the various levels.
STA EDC Metrics Entity
Symbe
Planned vs. Actual New Orders Received (Numbers & %)
New Orders Secured (Ow User
Customer Satisfaction (%)
Number of Customer Commendations User
Number of New Customers
Planned vs. Actual - Time to Market for New Products/Services -
Number of Export Control Violations
Number of Internal Audit Findings
Number of External Audit Findings
Number of Internal Security Breaches
Number of External Security Breaches
Number of Work-Related Accidents/Incidents
Resolved vs. Identified Software Change & Problem Report (Numbers and %) -
Closed vs. Raised Engineering Assistance Request (EAR) (Numbers and %)
Closed vs. Raised System Query Note (SQN) (Numbers and %)
Closed vs. Raised Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) (Numbers and %)
Aging/Overdue of EAR, SQN, ECP
Turnover (Numbers & %)
Planned vs. Actual - Number of Completed Training Courses
Employee Satisfaction - Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) (%)
Number of Scholarships/Sponsorships Awarded
Planned vs. Actual - Completion of New Products / Capabilities/ Offerings
Planned vs. Actual - Successful Demonstration f Technology Development (R&D)
Number of Unique Inventions
Number of Collaborative Projects with Partners
Number of Technology Evaluated, Due Diligence, Investment Proposal
R&D Funding excluding development programs (U)
Improvements In Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ per year)
Improvements In Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in U over life cycle)
Liquidated Damages Paid for Late Delivery ($)
Number of Rescheduled Projects not Due to Customers' New Requirements
Number of Aircraft Delivered on Time
Planned vs. Actual Drawings Delivered (Numbers & %)
Planned vs. Actual Documents Delivered (Numbers and %)
Planned vs. Actual Software Coding Completed (in %)
Aging/Overdue of Drawings, Documents and Software Coding
Planned vs. Actual Manhours (manhours)
Planned vs. Actual Sales ()
Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - Labor (U)
Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - "Out of Pocket" ($)
Planned vs. Actual Gross Profit ($)
Productivity = (Sales - Cost of Goods Sold) / Employment Cost Use
Table 15 Measurement Scope Tool - STA EDC
Insights from Measurement Scope Tool Analysis
At STA EDC, the measurement scope, or in other words the level at which the metrics are owned and
used, have not been explicitly identified in a manner similar to the Measurement Scope Tool prior to
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this thesis. While the measurement scope in Table 15 represent the existing status at STA EDC, not
every manager and employee will agree with all the metric owners and users. This disagreement
precisely highlights the importance of applying the Measurement Scope Tool to clearly define the
measurement scope, and how each metric aggregate/disaggregate across the various levels.
Eliminating ambiguity in measurement scope assigns clear responsibility for metric performance to
metric owners, and clear authority for decision-making and resource allocation to metric users. Both
the metric owner and metric user can influence the performance of the metrics in terms of doing
actual work, and possessing authority for decision-making and resource allocation. Therefore, it is
crucial for the metric owners and metric users to be completely unambiguous. Furthermore, the
actual metric owners and metric users for each project/program should be identified, and the
rewards attributable to each of them should be determined upfront to incentivize and motivate
employees.
In addition, the Measurement Scope Tool analysis has helped to identify four types of metrics in an
engineering and development matrix organization. The four types of metrics are:
* Type 1: Corporate and business subsidiary metrics
* Type 2: Organizational metrics
* Type 3: Non-developmental metrics
* Type 4: Developmental metrics
Corporate and business subsidiary metrics (type 1) are most relevant at the corporate and business
subsidiary levels. As illustrated in Table 16, examples of such metrics include "number of unique
inventions" and "number of collaborative projects with partners". At STA, the business subsidiary (i.e.
STA EDC) owns and uses these metrics, and these metrics are reported to the corporate level. While
some of these metrics are delegated to the program/project and department levels, these metrics
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Iare not officially owned and used below the business subsidiary level as illustrated in Table 16. This
implies the need to officially assign metric owners and/or users below the business subsidiary level
to ensure that actual work is performed, and authority is present to drive the metrics. Otherwise, a
dedicated task force can be formed to own and/or use such metrics.
STA EDC MetricsvM O cu ASis sclno l P IS EI A
M U C V W E O 0 S PIA C Q
lanned vs. Actual - Completion of New Products / Capabilities /Offerings
Planned vs. Actual -Successful Demonstration of Technology Development (R&D
Number of Unique Inventions are
umber of Collaborative Projects with Partners i u r e
Number of Technology Evaluated, Due Diligence, Investment Proposal n u
&D Funding excluding development programs ($u ed
Improvements in Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings in $ per year) O n
Improvements In Quality/Productivity/Processes (Savings In $ over life cycle) 0 e
lanned vs. Actual Expenditure -"Out of Pocket" ($)a
nroductivity n (Sales -Cost of Goods Sold) / Employment Cost and r
Table 16 Measurement Scope Tool - STA EDC Type 1 Corporate and Business Subsidiary Metrics
Organizational metrics (type 2) are broadly applicable to all entities at the program/project and
department levels. As illustrated in Table 17, examples of such metrics are "turnover" and "number
of internal audit findings". Some of these metrics are owned but not used at department and
program/project levels (e.g. "number of internal/external audit findings", "number of
internal/external security breaches", "number of work-related accidents/incidents"). Some of these
metrics are both owned and used at department and program/project levels (e.g. "turnover",
"planned vs. actual - number of completed training courses"). Some of these metrics are neither
owned nor used at department and program/project levels (e.g. "employee satisfaction - employee
opinion survey" and "number of scholarships/sponsorships awarded). Despite the differences of
metric owners and users at department and program/project levels, all of these metrics are reported
upwards to the business subsidiary level, or both the business subsidiary and corporate levels. The
Measurement Scope Tool does not advocate the measurement scope (i.e. metric owners and metric
users at the different levels) of such metrics, as management needs to decide the measurement
scope that makes most sense (i.e. cost vs. benefit) for each of these metrics.
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STA EDC Metrics
Symbol M C V W E T O S P A C Q1
Number of Internal Audit Findings
Number of External Audit Findingst
Number of Internal Security Breaches
Number of External Security Breaches
Number of Work-Related Accidents/incidents
Turnover (Numbers &%)
Planned vs. Actual -Number of Completed Training Courses V W E T 0 S P A C QUser M U C V W E T 0 S P A C Q
Employee Satisfaction -Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) (%)
Number of Scholarships/Sponsorships Awarded
Table 17 Measurement Scope Tool - STA EDC Type 2 Organizational Metrics
Non-developmental metrics (type 3), or in other words metrics that are not related to engineering
and development, are most relevant at the program/project level. As illustrated in Table 18,
examples of such metrics are "new orders secured" and "planned vs. actual sales". All the metrics in
Table 18 are neither owned nor used at the department levels. They are owned and/or used at
program/project levels, and reported upwards to higher levels. As in the case of type 2
organizational metrics, the measurement scope of such metrics needs to be decided by
management based on cost-benefit analysis.
STA EDC Metrics Entity W10 UU CaU AVS ESW AED TST OED TSD APDAESD QIADI
Planned s. Actual New Orders Received (Numbers & %)
New Orders Secured ($)
Customer Satisfaction (r)
Number of Customer Commendations
Number of New Customers
Planned vs. Actual -Time to Market for New Products/Services
Number of Export Control Violations
Ltiquidated Damages Paid for Late Delivery ($)
Number of Rescheduled Projects not Due to Customers' New Requirements
Number of Aircraft Delivered on Time
Planned vs. Actual Sales ($) use
Owser C
Planned vs, Actual Gross ProfitIS) C
Table 18 Measurement Scope Tool - STA EDC Type 3 Non-developmental Metrics
Developmental metrics (type 4), or in other words metrics that are related to engineering and
development, are most relevant at the department level. As illustrated in Table 19, examples of such
metrics are "closed vs. raised engineering change proposals" and "planned vs. actual man-hours". All
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Ithe metrics in Table 19 are both owned and used at the department levels, and they aggregate when
these metrics are reported to higher levels. The metric owners and users of such metrics depend on
the measurement purpose. For example, "closed vs. raised engineering change proposal" are owned
and used by all departments, but this metric aggregates differently depending on the different types
of programs/projects. On the other hand, "resolved vs. identified software change & problem report"
is only owned and used by the ESW department, and reported upwards to MBU and UBU as
appropriate.
STA EDC Metics Ety MW Um aU AVS Esw AEDo TsT 0oD TSD APD AsD ESD JQADI
SYM M C V W E T 0 S P A IC Q
Resolved vs. Identified Software Change &Problem Report (Numbers and %)
Closed vs. Raised Engineering Assistance Request (EAR) (Numbers and %) User ACQ VWETOPACQ ETSCQ V W E T 0 S P A C 0
Closed vs. Raised System Query Note (SQN) (Numbers and %)
Closed vs. Raised Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) (Numbers and %) OwnC V W E _ 0 S P A C Q
Aging/Overdue ofEAR, SQN, ECP
Planned vs. Actual Drawings Delivered (Numbers &%)
Planned vs. Actual Documents Delivered (Numbers and %)
Planned vs. Actual Software Coding Completed (in %)
Aging/Overdue ofDrawings, Documents and Software Coding
Planned vs. Actual Manhours (manhours)
Planned vs, Actual Expenditure -Labor (S) M U C V W E T 0 S P A C 0
Table 19 Measurement Scope Tool - STA EDC Type 4 Developmental Metrics
5.2.2.5 Information and Knowledge Lenses
The information lens looks at the information/insights provided by metrics to metric users for
decision-making. Metrics can be classified into the following categories [2]:
e Quantitative vs. qualitative
e Processing vs. outputs
e Financial vs. non-financial
e Planning vs. execution
e Tactical (short-term) vs. strategic (long-term)
e Internal vs. external
e Historical vs. current vs. predictive
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The existing metrics of STA EDC are well balanced and span across all the categories listed above. For
example, "closed vs. raised engineering change proposal" is a quantitative, processing, non-financial,
execution, tactical, internal, and current metric. While having metrics that span across the various
categories are important, it is important to recognize data uncertainty present in the metrics.
Historical data has much lesser uncertainty compared to current and predictive data. Decisions
based on data with higher uncertainty should be made with caution. As such, this thesis asserts to
classify metric-related information according to the categories of retrospective, current, and
forward-looking. At the time of information processing and interpretation, information can be
classified into three categories as follows:
e Retrospective: Information contains purely historical data. Data uncertainty is low. An
example of such a metric is annual revenue for the previous financial year.
* Current: Information contains both historical and current data. Data uncertainty is moderate.
An example of such a metric is number of outstanding engineering change proposals with
respect to raised engineering change proposals.
* Forward-looking: Information contains historical (i.e. retrospective), current, and future (i.e.
predicted) data. Data uncertainty is relatively high. An example of such a metric is actual
customer orders to date with respect to planned customer orders for a given period of time.
The knowledge lens considers the experience and knowledge of EPMS stakeholders with regards to
the generation, collection, processing, and interpretation of metrics. Over time, decision-making
"rules" should be enhanced to raise the maturity level of decision-making. Decision-making "rules"
are based on targets to achieve, and intervention points where management takes action.
Organizational learning should take place such that targets and interventions points are fine-tuned
for proactive actions over time. Based on knowledge accumulated over time, the maturity level of
decision-making can be classified into the categories of reactive, timely, and proactive:
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* Reactive: Decisions are made near or after project milestones or deadlines. Corrective
actions are seen as late. Any positive effects of good decisions and corrective actions are
likely to occur after project milestones or deadlines.
* Timely: Decisions are made before project milestones or deadlines. Corrective actions are
seen timely. Any positive effects of good decisions and corrective actions are likely to occur
just in time with respect to project milestones or deadlines.
* Proactive/Predictive: Decisions are made well before project milestones or deadlines. Any
positive effects of good decisions and corrective actions are likely to occur before project
milestones or deadlines.
The information and knowledge lenses analysis includes three steps:
* Step 1: Classify metrics into the categories of retrospective, current, and forward-looking
based on the nature of the information provided by the metrics.
* Step 2: Classify metrics into the categories of reactive, timely, and proactive based on the
maturity level of decision-making associated with the metrics.
* Step 3: Analyze the information and knowledge lenses together.
Info Decision Matrix Tool
The Info Decision Matrix Tool is a 3x3 matrix developed to analyze the existing STA EDC metrics in
terms of the types of information provided, and maturity level of decision-making associated with
the metrics. The existing STA EDC metrics are placed on the 3x3 matrix as summarized in Figure 23.
As evident in Figure 23, the existing STA EDC metrics have a good mix of information types along the
horizontal axis of the Info Decision Matrix. However, most of the metrics are reactive in terms of
decision-making. It is clear from the Info Decision Matrix that the existing STA EDC metrics are well
balanced in terms of the spread of information type, but the maturity level of decision-making
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across all information types need to move towards at least timely if not proactive. In other words,
metrics should be more leading rather than lagging in terms of taking corrective actions.
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Figure 23 Info Decision Matrix Tool - STA EDC Metrics
For clarity, the STA EDC metrics in the various classifications in the Info Decision Matrix are listed.
Forward-looking and reactive metrics are as follows:
*CF1: Planned vs. Actual New Orders Received (Numbers & %)
*CF6: Planned vs. Actual - Time to Market for New Prod ucts/Services
*PE2: Planned vs. Actual - Number of Completed Training Courses
*PE3: Employee Satisfaction - Employer Opinion Survey (%)
*Ti: Planned vs. Actual - Completion of New Prod ucts/Ca pa bilIities/Offe rings
*T2: Planned vs. Actual - Successful Demo of Technology Development (R&D)
*P1: Improvements in QualIity/P roductivity/P rocesses (Savings in $ per year)
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* P2: Improvements in Quality/Productivity/Processes (Life cycle savings in $)
* PP4: Planned vs. Actual Drawings Delivered (Numbers & %)
* PP5: Planned vs. Actual Documents Delivered (Numbers and %)
* PP6: Planned vs. Actual Software Coding Completed (in %)
* FP1: Planned vs. Actual Manhours (manhours)
* FP2: Planned vs. Actual Sales ($)
* FP3: Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - Labor ($)
* FP4: Planned vs. Actual Expenditure - "Out of Pocket" ($)
* FP5: Planned vs. Actual Gross Profit ($)
Current and reactive metrics are as follows:
* Q3: Resolved vs. Identified S/W Change & Problem Report (Numbers and %)
* Q4: Closed vs. Raised Engineering Assistance Request (EAR) (Numbers and %)
* Q5: Closed vs. Raised System Query Note (SQN) (Numbers and %)
* Q6: Closed vs. Raised Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) (Numbers and %)
* T4: Number of Collaborative Projects with Partners
* T6: R&D Funding excluding development programs ($)
Retrospective and reactive metrics are as follows:
* CF2: New Orders Secured ($)
* CF3: Customer Satisfaction (%)
* CF4: Number of Customer Commendations
* CF5: Number of New Customers
* CF7: Number of Export Control Violations
* Q1: Number of Internal Audit Findings
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* Q2: Number of External Audit Findings
* Si: Number of Internal Security Breaches
* S2: Number of External Security Breaches
* S3: Number of Work-Related Accidents/Incidents
* PE1: Turnover (Numbers & %)
* PE3: Employee Satisfaction - Employer Opinion Survey (%)
* PE4: Number of Scholarships/Sponsorships Awarded
* T3: Number of Unique Inventions
* T5: Number of Technology Evaluated, Due Diligence, Investment Proposal
* PP1: Liquidated Damages Paid for Late Delivery ($)
* PP2: Number of Rescheduled Projects not Due to Customers' New Requirements
* PP3: Number of Aircraft Delivered on Time
* FP6: Productivity = Sales - Cost of Goods Sold / Employment Cost
Current and timely metrics are as follows:
* Q7: Aging/Overdue of EAR, SQN, ECP
* PP7: Aging/Overdue of Drawings, Documents and Software Coding
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5.3 Action Research Cycle 3: Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements
Table 20 captures the detailed activities involved in action research cycle 3.
Action Research Cycle 3: Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements
S/N Activity Description Mode of
Inquiry
1 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1 and 2 is augmented Pure
with additional data collection, discussions, and interviews on inquiry
the activities in cycle 1 and 2.
2 Data Feedback The EPMS Ten Lenses are extended to include the seven Confrontive
Metric Building Blocks. inquiry
3 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building Blocks is Exploratory
analyzed. inquiry
4 Action Planning Based on data analysis, there was a need to develop Metric Exploratory
Elements based on EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building inquiry
Blocks.
5 Implementation Metric Elements are developed based on EPMS Ten Lenses Exploratory
and Metric Building Blocks. inquiry
6 Evaluation Insights generated from the development of Metric Elements Pure
based on EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building Blocks are inquiry
reflected upon.
Table 20 Action Research Cycle 3 Research Steps
5.3.1 Action Research Cycle 3: Diagnosis and Action Planning
Prior to embarking on action research cycle 3, additional data collection, discussions, and interviews
on the activities in cycle 1 and 2 are carried out. The action researcher then put forward the seven
metric building blocks derived from the EPMS Ten Lenses analysis and insights as summarized in
Figure 24. The first ten columns are the EPMS Ten Lenses, while the last column contains the derived
Metric Building Blocks. For each row, the relevant EPMS Lenses used to derive the Metric Building
Block are highlighted using the same color. The seven Metric Building Blocks derived include
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strategic alignment, measurement scope, metric generation, metric collection, metric processing,
metric interpretation, and decision-making. The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building
Blocks for metric design is then analyzed. After analysis, it is concluded that the exact Metric
Elements should be developed based on EPMS Ten Lenses and Metric Building Blocks to facilitate
metric design.
Ecosystem Strategy Stakeholder Organization Process information Knowledge infrastructure Product Service StraegicAlignment
Ecosystem Strategy
Ecosystem Strategy
Ecosystem Strategy
Ecosystem Strategy
Ecosystem Strategy
Ecosystem Strategy
Figure 24 EPMS Ten
Stakeholder Organization Process information Kn
Organization information Kr
Organization information Kr
Organization
Organization Process
n Organization Pr cess
Lenses to Seven Metric.Building Blocks
owledge infrastructure Prdut Sevce urmentProduct Service L.F/Scope
5.3.2 Action Research Cycle 3: Implementation and Evaluation
The development of the exact Metric Elements is carried out in an iterative and collaborative
manner. The final Metric Elements developed are summarized in Figure 25. The evaluation of the
EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Metric Elements reveals that the derivation of the
framework is logical and systematic. However, more details regarding the Metric Elements are
required to make the framework more practical and useful for practicing managers. Specifically, the
Metric Design Framework can be made useful through a Metric Design Guide, where it
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demonstrates the application of the framework and tools developed in action research cycle 1, 2,
and 3.
Figure 25 Metric Building Blocks to Metric Elements
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5.4 Action Research Cycle 4: Metric Design Guide
Table 21 captures the detailed activities involved in action research cycle 4.
Action Research Cycle 4: Metric Design Guide
S/N Activity Description Mode of
Inquiry
1 Data Gathering Data gathered and generated in cycle 1, 2, and 3 is Pure inquiry
augmented with additional data collection, discussions, and
interviews on the activities in cycle 1, 2, and 3.
2 Data Feedback EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Metric Confrontive
Elements are proposed as a complete Metric Design inquiry
Framework.
3 Data Analysis The utility of EPMS Ten Lenses, Metric Building Blocks, and Exploratory
Metric Elements to design metrics is analyzed. inquiry
4 Action Planning Based on data analysis, there was a need to develop a Exploratory
Metric Design Guide to validate the completeness, inquiry
usability, utility, and implementation of the proposed
Metric Design Framework.
5 Implementation The Metric Design Guide is developed. Exploratory
inquiry
6 Evaluation Insights generated from the Metric Design Guide are Pure inquiry
reflected upon. The entire Metric Design Framework is
validated with practicing managers.
Table 21 Action Research Cycle 4 Research Steps
5.4.1 Action Research Cycle 4: Diagnosis and Action Planning
Prior to embarking on action research cycle 4, additional data collection, discussions, and interviews
on the activities in cycle 1, 2, and 3 are carried out. The action researcher then put forward the
complete Metric Design Framework as summarized in Table 22, grouping together the relevant
lenses, metric building blocks, metric elements and their descriptions, and the metric design tools.
Analysis of the Metric Design Framework suggests that the Metric Design Guide can be developed
based on the framework.
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EPMS Lenses Metric Building Metric Elements Metric Element Description Metric Design Tools
_______________ Blocks
Title Metric title must be precise to avoid ambiguity.
- Purpose of the metric must be clear and concise.
Suggested format is: To drive [strategic thrusts
(extent)]; By tracking [statement of metric]; Using
target of [statement of target] and intervention of
- Ecosystem Strategic [statement of intervention conditions]. Apply Strategic AlignmentStrategy Alignment Purpose of Metric 
. Tool.
- Possible unintended consequences of metric and
corresponding mitigation should be identified upfront.
- Time frame for metric design review should be defined
to facilitate learning and improvement of EPMS.
* Stakeholder Maue nt Metric Owner LevelAplMesrmnSce
- Organization Measurement Identify levels at which metric is owned and used. Apply Measurement Scope
Scope Metric User Level Tool.
Metric Generator An employee who performs the actual work thatgenerates metric-related data for collection.
Data Required Data required as generated by work output.
Apply Value Flow Map to
Stakeholder Metric Data type can be a combination of the following: visualize interactions
- Process Generation quantitative or qualitative, process or output, financial or among various
Data Type non-financial, planning or execution, tactical or strategic, stakeholders and
internal or external. information flow.
Generation Process Metric generator must perform this process to generatethe data required.
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EPMS Lenses Metric Building Metric Elements Metric Element Description Metric Design ToolsBlocks
- Stakeholder Metric Collector An employee who collects metric-related data. Apply Value Flow Map to
- Process - Frequency of visualize interactions
Infrastructure M Collection The data collection schedule. among various
stakeholders and
Method of Collection Means of data collection. information flow.
Metric Processor An employee who processes metric-related data.
- Stakeholder Frequency of Apply Value Flow Map to
- Process Metric Frqen The data processing schedule. Apl.ale Flow. atoProcessing___ __________________________________visualize interactions
- Information Processing Poesn various
- Knowledge Method of Processing Means of data processing. among variousstakeholders and
- Infrastructure Formula Exact mathematical expressions to process collected information flow.
metric-related data.
Units of Measure Units of measurement.
Metric owner is directly responsible for the performance
Metric Owner of the metric, in terms of performing actual work.
Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Stakeholder Metric user may or may not be directly responsible for the Apply Value Flow Map to
- Information Metric performance of the metric in terms of performing actual visualize interactions
- Knowledge Interpretation work. Metric user utilizes the metric to ensure strategic among various
- Product Metric User alignment, monitor and/or report business activities, and stakeholders and
more importantly has the authority to make decisions that information flow.
affect the performance of the metric. Determine
percentage of reward entitled.
Presentation Format of how the processed data will be presented.
Format
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Table 22 Complete Metric Design Framework and Tools
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EPMS Lenses Metric Building Metric Elements Metric Element Description Metric Design ToolsBlocks
Apply 3x3 Info Decision
Targets are pre-determined conditions that the metric Matrix to determine type
Targets should aim to meet. These targets should be reviewed of information, and
* Stakeholder from time to time. maturity level of decision-
- Information Decision-making making. Rethink data
- Knowledge required, targets, and
- Service Proactive management intervention conditions and proactive actions if
Proactive Actions actions to help achieve targets. Intervention conditions decision-making is not
and respective actions should be reviewed from time to timely or proactive.
time.
5.4.2 Action Research Cycle 4: Implementation and Evaluation
The Metric Design Guide is a practical guide to evaluate and/or develop the Metric Elements in the
Metric Design Framework. The guide can be used for both existing and new metrics alike. The
template for the Metric Design Guide is presented in Table 23.
The Metric Design Guide is decomposed into the seven Metric Building Blocks. Within each Metric
Building Blocks are detailed steps to apply the Metric Design Tools, and define the Metric Elements
such that the metric is well defined, well designed, and able to provide useful insights that lead to
proactive actions. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the Metric Design Framework to
various types of metrics at STA EDC, the Metric Design Guide illustrates the metric design for the
four types of metrics (i.e. corporate and business subsidiary (type 1), organizational (type 2), non-
developmental (type 3), and developmental (type 4)) identified in the Measurement Scope Tool
analysis. The Metric Design Guides for the four types of metrics are presented in Table 24, Table 25,
Table 26 and Table 27 respectively. The validation of the complete Metric Design Framework and
Tools is presented in Chapter 6.
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Metric Design Guide
Building Block #1: Strategic Alignment
- Step 1: Define precise metric title.
- Step 2: Apply Strategic Alignment Tool. Ensure that the metric drives at least one strategic
thrust/objective to a high extent.
- Step 3: Define purpose of metric.
- Step 4: Identify possible unintended consequences.
- Step 5: Determine mitigation for unintended consequences.
- Step 6: Determine time frame for metric design review.
Building Block #2: Measurement Scope
- Step 1: Apply Measurement Scope Tool.
- Step 2: Identify levels at which metric is owned.
- Step 3: Identify levels at which metric is used.
Building Block #3: Metric Generation
- Step 1: Identify metric generator.
- Step 2: Determine data required.
- Step 3: Determine data type.
- Step 4: Identify data generation process.
Building Block #4: Metric Collection
- Step 1: Identify metric collector.
- Step 2: Determine frequency of collection.
- Step 3: Determine method of collection.
Building Block #5: Metric Processing
- Step 1: Identify metric processor.
- Step 2: Determine frequency of processing.
- Step 3: Determine method of processing.
- Step 4: Determine formula.
- Step 5: Determine units of measure.
Building Block #6: Metric Interpretation
- Step 1: Identify metric owner. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Step 2: Identify metric user. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Step 3: Determine metric presentation format.
Building Block #7: Decision-making
- Step 1: Set targets.
- Step 2: Identify proactive actions.
- Step 3: Apply Info Decision Matrix to check metric for information type, and maturity of
decision-making.
Table 23 Metric Design Guide Template
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Metric Design Guide - Type 1 Corporate and Business Subsidiary Metrics
Building Block #1: Strategic Alignment
Step 1: Define precise metric title.
- Planned vs. Actual: Completion of new products/capabilities/offerings
Step 2: Apply Strategic Alignment Tool. Ensure that the metric drives at least one strategic
thrust/objective to a high extent.
Customer Quality & Safety People Technology & Process Programme FinancialT eleng ces
Focus xcExcellence cl ce Performance Performance
00 0
The extent to which each metric drives
each strategic thrust
0
None Low Moderate High
Step 3: Define purpose of metric.
- To drive [technology excellence (high), customer focus (high), process excellence
(moderate), programm performance (low), financial performance (low)];
- By [tracking SV and SV%J;
- Using target of [85%<=SV%<=115%] and intervention of [SV%<90% and SV%>110%].
Step 4: Identify possible unintended consequences.
- Overly generous with plan such that development will always be earlier or on schedule.
Step 5: Determine mitigation for unintended consequences.
- Put in place processes to allow independent review of plan to ensure it is reasonable.
- Set up intervention conditions to review original plan if actual development deviates
more than 10%.
Step 6: Determine time frame for metric design review.
- 1year
Building Block #2: Measurement Scope
Step 1: Apply Measurement Scope Tool.
Userf
Step 2: Identify levels at which metric is owned.
- Business subsidiary
" Dedicated task force (not reflected in Measurement Scope Tool)
Step 3: Identify levels at which metric is used.
- Business subsidiary
- Corporate
Building Block #3: Metric Generation
Step 1: Identify metric generator.
- Assigned personnel working on developmental program/project
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Step 2: Determine data required.
- BCWS
- BCWP
Step 3: Identify data type.
* Quantitative/Qualitative, P+eeefs/Output, TFa4al/Non-financial, Planning/Execution,
Tactical/Stratege, Internal/Extema4
Step 4: Identify data generation process.
- Project progress tracking
Building Block #4: Metric Collection
Step 1: Identify metric collector.
- Dedicated task force manager
Step 2: Determine frequency of collection.
- Weekly
Step 3: Determine method of collection.
- Manual entry into Microsoft Excel
Building Block #5: Metric Processing
Step 1: Identify metric processor.
- Dedicated task force manager
Step 2: Determine frequency of processing.
- Weekly
Step 3: Determine method of processing.
- Semi-automatic using Microsfot Excel
Step 4: Determine formula.
- SV = BCWP - BCWS
- SV% = (SV/BCWS) *100
Step 5: Determine units of measure.
SSV is in [$]
- SV% is in [%]
Building Block #6: Metric Interpretation
Step 1: Identify metric owner. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Members of dedicated task force [70%]
Step 2: Identify metric user. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Corporate [0%]
- Head of business subsidiary [10%]
- Dedicated task force manager [20%]
Step 3: Determine metric presentation format.
- Plot BCWS and BCWP over time
Building Block #7: Decision-making
Step 1: Set targets.
- 85% <= SV% <= 115%
Step 2: Identify proactive actions.
- Track metric on a weekly basis.
- If SV%<90%, investigate delay and take action.
- If SV%>110%, check for over budgeting and adjust as needed.
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Table 24 Metric Design Guide - Type 1 Corporate and Business Subsidiary Metrics
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Step 3: Apply Info Decision Matrix to check metric for information type, and maturity of
decision-making.
Forward-looking and proactive
Planned vs. Actual:
Completion of new
eC products/capabilities/
offerings
Forward-Looking Current RetrosecT
Metric Design Guide - Type 2 Organizational Metrics
Building Block #1: Strategic Alignment
Step 1: Define precise metric title.
- Turnover
Step 2: Apply Strategic Alignment Tool. Ensure that the metric drives at least one strategic
thrust/objective to a high extent.
Customer Quality & Safety People Exceln ce Programme Financial
Focus Excellence Performance PerformanceQulty SfeyI Technology Prcs I
The extent to which each metric drives
each strategic thrust
0
None Low Moderate High
Step 3: Define purpose of metric.
- To drive [people excellence (high), customer focus (low), quality (low), safety (low),
technology excellence (low), process excellence (low), program performance (low), and
financial performance (low)];
- By [tracking turnover rate];
- Using target of [annual overall and entity turnover rate <15%] and intervention of [entity
turnover rate >8% at any point of a given year].
Step 4: Identify possible unintended consequences.
- Morale of employees may decrease if turnover is high.
Step 5: Determine mitigation for unintended consequences.
- Put in place processes to communicate employee departure and reallocation of
manpower.
Step 6: Determine time frame for metric design review.
- 1year
Building Block #2: Measurement Scope
Step 1: Apply Measurement Scope Tool.
Entity "su I I cD IAVIESW AED iTST OED TSO APD ASDESD !WW
Ownerl I U I C IVIWIEITIOISIPIAICIQI
Owne M W T O PA
User
Step 2: Identify levels at which metric is owned.
- Department
- Program/Project
Step 3: Identify levels at which metric is used.
- Department
* Program/Project
* Business Subsidiary
* Corporate
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Building Block #3: Metric Generation
Step 1: Identify metric generator.
- Employee who departs the company
Step 2: Determine data required.
- Numbers and dates of employee departures
Step 3: Identify data type.
- Quantitative/Qalitave, Preess/Output, Fieanei/Non-financial, Plenin/..;eewtien,
Tast4eal/Strategic, Internal/E-temaI
Step 4: Identify data generation process.
- Employee departure/exit process
Building Block #4: Metric Collection
Step 1: Identify metric collector.
- Department and program/project HR representative
Step 2: Determine frquency of collection.
- As required, whenever employees leave their jobs.
Step 3: Determine method of collection.
- Manual entry into Microsoft Excel
Building Block #5: Metric Processing
Step 1: Identify metric processor.
- Department and program/project HR representative
Step 2: Determine frequency of processing.
- As required, whenever employees leave their jobs.
Step 3: Determine method of processing.
- Semi-automatic using Microsfot Excel
Step 4: Determine formula.
- Summation of employee departures in each entity at department, and program/project
levels.
- Turnover rate = Number of employee departures / Total number of employees *100%
Step 5: Determine units of measure.
- [Number of employees]
- Turnover rate in [%]
Building Block #6: Metric Interpretation
Step 1: Identify metric owner. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Department managers [45%]
- Program/Project managers [45%]
Step 2: Identify metric user. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Corporate [0%]
- Head of business subsidiary [10%]
- Program/Project managers [see owner]
- Department managers [see owner]
Step 3: Determine metric presentation format.
- Plot number of employee departures over time for each entity.
- Plot total number of employee departures over time.
- Compute turnover rates in % for each entity and overall.
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Table 25 Metric Design Guide - Type 2 Organizational Metrics
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Building Block #7: Decision-making
Step 1: Set targets.
Annual turnover rate for each entity to be <15%.
- Annual overall turnover rate to be <15%.
Step 2: Identify proactive actions.
- Track metric continuously (i.e. whenever employees depart company)
- If entity turnover >8%, investigate reasons for departures, and take appropriate actions
to retain talent.
Step 3: Apply Info Decision Matrix to check metric for information type, and maturity of
decision-making.
Current and proactive
Turnover
Forward-Looki Current Retro tive
Metric Design Guide - Type 3 Non-developmental Metrics
Building Block #1: Strategic Alignment
Step 1: Define precise metric title.
- Customer Satisfaction
Step 2: Apply Strategic Alignment Tool. Ensure that the metric drives at least one strategic
thrust/objective to a high extent.
Technology & Process
customer Quality & Safety People ecllence Programme FinancialExcellence
Focus Excellence Performance Performance
The extent to which each metric drives
each strategic thrust
0
None Low Moderate High
Step 3: Define purpose of metric.
- To drive [customer focus (high), quality (moderate), programme performance
(moderate), process excellence (low), and financial performance (low)];
- By [measuring elements of customer satisfaction];
- Using target of [>= 4.0/5.0 for each element of customer satisfaction] and intervention
of [<=4.25/5.00 for each element of customer satisfaction.
Step 4: Identify possible unintended consequences.
- Precious resources being spent on conducting customer surveys.
Step 5: Determine mitigation for unintended consequences.
- Put in place processes to ensure efficient conduct of surveys.
Step 6: Determine time frame for metric design review.
- 1year
Building Block #2: Measurement Scope
Step 1: Apply Measurement Scope Tool.
Leve Pr evelDo artment Level
Entity MBU UBU CBU AVS ESW AED TST OED TSD APD ASD ESD QAD
Symbol MU C V W E T 0 S P A C Q
Owner U C
User M U C
Step 2: Identify levels at which metric is owned.
- Program/Project
Step 3: Identify levels at which metric is used.
e Program/Project
1Business Subsidiary
-Corporate
Building Block #3: Metric Generation
Step 1: Identify metric generator.
-Customer survey coordinator
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Step 2: Determine data required.
- Likert scale (1-5) responses of:
- Quality of work/product
- On-time delivery
- Responsiveness
- Value for money
- Customer service
Step 3: Identify data type.
- Quantitative/Qualitative, Process/Output, T4nanc4al/Non-financial, Planning/Execution,
Tactical/&tfategic, Internal/External
Step 4: Identify data generation process.
- Customer surveys
Building Block #4: Metric Collection
Step 1: Identify metric collector.
- Customer survey coordinator
Step 2: Determine frequency of collection.
- Once after prototype aircraft, and once after each production aircraft.
Step 3: Determine method of collection.
- Manual entry of survey responses into Microsoft Excel
Building Block #5: Metric Processing
Step 1: Identify metric processor.
- Customer survey coordinator
Step 2: Determine frequency of processing.
- Once after prototype aircraft, and once after each production aircraft.
Step 3: Determine method of processing.
- Semi-automatic using Microsoft Excel
Step 4: Determine formula.
- Take the weighted average of:
- Quality of work/product
- On-time delivery
- Responsiveness
- Value for money
- Customer service
Step 5: Determine units of measure.
- Dimensionless
Building Block #6: Metric Interpretation
Step 1: Identify metric owner. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Program/Project managers [90%}
Step 2: Identify metric user. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Corporate [0%]
- Head of business subsidiary [10%]
- Program/Project managers [see metric owner]
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Table 26 Metric Design Guide - Type 3 Non-Developmental Metrics
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Step 3: Determine metric presentation format.
Plot the following elements on column graphs:
- Quality of work/product
- On-time delivery
- Responsiveness
- Value for money
- Customer service
Building Block #7: Decision-making
Step 1: Set targets.
- Each element to be >= 4.0/5.0
Step 2: Identify proactive actions.
* If element <=4.25/5.00, identify areas of improvements, and put in place concrete
measures to do better for next aircraft.
Step 3: Apply Info Decision Matrix to check metric for information type, and maturity of
decision-making.
- Retrospective and proactive
Custometr Satisaction
Forward-Looking_ Current Retrospetive
Metric Design Guide - Type 4 Developmental Metrics
Building Block #1: Strategic Alignment
Step 1: Define precise metric title.
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP)
Step 2: Apply Strategic Alignment Tool. Ensure that the metric drives at least one strategic
thrust/objective to a high extent.
Customer Quality & Safety People Technology & Process Programme FinancialT elgenPcesFocus Excellence Performance Performance
Quality Safety Technology Process
0 e0 e s
The extent to which each metric drives
each strategic thrust
0
None Low Moderate High
Step 3: Define purpose of metric.
- To drive [quality (high), customer focus (moderate), process excellence (moderate),
programme performance (moderate), safety (low), and financial performance (low)];
- By [tracking number of outstanding ECPs and ECP closure time];
- Using targets of [number of outstanding ECPs = 0 before any stage gate review and
average ECP closure time <=15days] and intervention of [number of outstanding ECPs
>=3 for PMT meeting and average ECP closure time >=12 days]
Step 4: Identify possible unintended consequences.
- Engineers may not raise all engineering changes required.
- Engineers may rush work, which may affect work quality in order to ensure timely ECP
closure.
Step 5: Determine mitigation for unintended consequences.
- Put in place processes to ensure all engineering changes are raised as ECPs.
- Give engineers sufficient time and resources to close ECPs.
Step 6: Determine time frame for metric design review.
- 1year
Building Block #2: Measurement Scope
Step 1: Apply Measurement Scope Tool.
Level Legatmen Level
Entity NW BU CU ~ EsW AED TST IOED 1TSD APD ASD ESD QAD
Symbol MUc V W E T 0 S P A C Q
Owner V W E T 0 S P A C Q
User VWETWAM VWETOPACQ ETSACQ V W E T 0 S P A C Q
Step 2: Identify levels at which metric is owned.
- Department
Step 3: Identify levels at which metric is used.
e Department
- Program/Project
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Building Block #3: Metric Generation
Step 1: Identify metric generator.
- Engineers from individual departments
Step 2: Determine data required.
- Raised and closed ECPs
Step 3: Determine data type.
- Quantitative/Qua4tative, Process/Output, &nanc"4/Non-financial, P4pAmnig/Execution,
Tactical/&tratgi, Internal/Extemal4
Step 4: Identify data generation process.
- Engineering change process
Building Block #4: Metric Collection
Step 1: Identify metric collector.
- Engineers from individual departments
Step 2: Determine frequency of collection.
- As required, whenever ECPs are raised or closed.
Step 3: Determine method of collection.
- Manual entry into Microsoft Excel
Building Block #5: Metric Processing
Step 1: Identify metric processor.
- Program/Project managers
- Department managers
Step 2: Determine frequency of processing.
- As required, process prior to every PMT meeting and stage gate review.
Step 3: Determine method of processing.
- Semi-automatic using Microsoft Excel
Step 4: Determine formula.
- Number of outstanding ECPs = Number of raised ECPs - Number of closed ECPs
Step 5: Determine units of measure.
- ECPs
Building Block #6: Metric Interpretation
Step 1: Identify metric owner. Determine percentage of reward entitled.
- Engineers from individual departments [50%]
Step 2: Identify metric user. Determine percentage of reward entitle.
- Program/Project managers [25%]
- Department managers [25%]
Step 3: Determine metric presentation format.
- Plot raised, closed, and outstanding ECPs against time.
- Compute average time to close ECPs.
Building Block #7: Decision-making
Step 1: Set targets.
- Number of outstanding ECPs = 0 prior to any stage gate review.
- Average ECP closure time <=15 days.
Step 2: Identify proactive actions.
- Track metric closely for every PMT meeting.
- If number of outstanding ECPs >=3 for any PMT meeting, investigate and take
appropriate actions.
- If average ECP closure time >=12 days, investigate and take appropriate actions.
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Table 27 Metric Design Guide - Type 4 Developmental Metrics
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Step 3: Apply Info Decision Matrix to check metric for information type, and maturity of
decision-making.
Current and proactive
Engineering Change Proposal
E
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6. Validation of Metric Design Framework and Tools
The proposed Metric Design Framework comprises the EPMS Ten Lenses, seven Metric Building
Blocks, Metric Elements, and Metric Design Tools including the Strategic Alignment Tool, EPMS
Value Flow Map, Measurement Scope Tool, and 3x3 Info Decision Matrix. The applicability and
usability of the proposed Metric Design Framework is manifested in the form of the Metric Design
Guide, covering four types of metrics including corporate and business subsidiary, organization, non-
developmental, and developmental. Hence, the validation of the proposed Metric Design
Framework and Tools include the EPMS Ten Lenses, seven Metric Building Blocks, Metric Elements,
Metric Design Tools, and Metric Design Guide.
In order to validate the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools, interviews and discussion are
conducted with practicing managers including the head of STA EDC, heads of various business units
(i.e. MBU, UBU and CBU), as well as heads of functional/technical departments. This chapter
presents the validation criteria for the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools, followed by
discussions on the validation outcomes.
6.1 Validation Criteria for Metric Design Framework and Tools
The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are validated based on the criteria of:
- Completeness/comprehensiveness
- Usability (i.e. ease of use)
- Utility (i.e. usefulness)
- Implementation
Practicing managers are interviewed based on validation questions presented in Table 28.
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Validation Questions
Completeness/Comprehensiveness
1a) Please comment on the completeness of the proposed framework.
1b) Are there any missing components in the proposed framework?
1c) Please comment on the adequacy of the proposed metric design tools and guide.
Usability
2a) P lease comment on the ease of using the proposed framework.
2b) IPlease comment on the barriers (if any) to using the proposed framework.
Utility
3a) Please comment on the utility of the proposed framework in terms of:
3ai) Evaluation of current enterprise performance measurement system.
3aii) Design and/or improvement of metrics.
3b) Please compare the proposed framework to the existing method for metric design.
3bi) Do you think the proposed framework yield better metrics for the company needs? Why or
why not?
3bii) Do you think the proposed framework enable better strategic alignment, monitoring /
reporting, and decision-making?
Implementation
4a) Please comment on the effort required to implement and maintain the proposed framework.
4b) Will you adopt the proposed framework?
Table 28 Validation Questions for Metric Design Framework and Tools
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6.2 Validation Outcome for Metric Design Framework and Tools
6.2.1 Completeness/Comprehensiveness
Overall, the practicing managers feel that the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are
comprehensive, and systematic, providing a formal and structured approach to evaluate the existing
EPMS and metrics. Nevertheless, additional components or tools may be added to the proposed
framework and tools as it is being implemented. Some of the comments for the
completeness/comprehensiveness of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are as
follows:
"The proposal is quantum leap in terms of providing us with new powerful tools, as the
existing design of metrics is not done in a formal and systematic manner."
- "Framework looks comprehensive and systematic. It is premised upon clear articulation
of a sound strategic intent."
" "The components are adequate for now. Additional components may be added or
modified as the framework is used."
While the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are generally comprehensive, some areas
of improvements include: (1) Explicitly linking the metrics to the rewards/motivation system; (2)
Precisely categorizing the different types of metrics such that a balanced set of metrics can be
achieved.
With regards to (1), it is an important point highlighted by the practicing managers that
outcomes/metrics must be clearly linked to rewards/motivation in order for the EPMS to be
effective. The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools (in particular Measurement Scope Tool)
implicitly addresses rewards/motivation by defining the measurement scope of each metric. Both
metric owners and metric users play their parts in determining the performance of metrics, by
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performing actual work and possessing the authority to allocate resources respectively. Therefore,
both metric owners and users should be rewarded and incentivized based on the performance of the
metric. The percentage of reward entitled by the metric owners and users can be found in the
Metric Interpretation Building Block of the Metric Design Guide in Chapter 5 to emphasize the
importance of incentivizing employees based on the metric performance. Nevertheless, designing a
good reward system based on the rewards entitled by the metric owners and users is certainly
worthwhile, and it is another major effort comparable to the scope of this thesis.
With regards to (2), it is discussed in the information and knowledge lenses analysis that metrics can
be classified into the following categories [2]:
e Quantitative vs. qualitative
e Processing vs. outputs
* Financial vs. non-financial
* Planning vs. execution
* Tactical (short-term) vs. strategic (long-term)
* Internal vs. external
* Historical vs. current vs. predictive
As the existing STA EDC metrics span across all the various categories, this thesis chooses to classify
metric-related information into historical, current, and predictive in order to highlight the different
levels of data uncertainty and therefore decision-making associated with each classification.
Nevertheless, it will be useful for the practicing managers to be aware of all the possible
classifications listed above. Therefore, a Metric Element (i.e. data type) is included in the Metric
Generation Building Block of the Metric Design Guide in Chapter 5. The number of metrics in each of
the above categories can be analyzed and designed so as to ensure a balanced set of metrics for the
EPMS. However, it is noteworthy that a single metric can be classified into multiple categories, and
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also applicable to both extremes of each category. For example, the metric "customer satisfaction"
is both quantitative (i.e. quantifying customers' perception in number) and qualitative (i.e.
customers' perception), both processing (e.g. response time) and output (e.g. delivered products),
non-financial, both planning (e.g. value for money) and execution (e.g. quality of products), both
tactical and strategic, as well as both internal and external.
While the existing metric selection methodologies and performance measurement frameworks are
useful to select and implement balanced performance measurement, the proposed Metric Design
Framework and Tools hinges upon good strategy set by management, to design and operationalize
metrics with practical tools and step-by-step guide, for better strategic alignment, monitoring and
reporting of business activities, and proactive decision-making. In the case of STA EDC, the mapping
of the various strategic objectives to the strategic thrusts of customer focus, quality, safety, people
excellence, technology and process excellence, programme performance, and financial performance
implicitly embeds the various types of information required.
6.2.2 Usability
Overall, the practicing managers feel that the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are easy
to understand and easy to use, as the framework and tools are very logical and structured. Some of
the comments on the usability of the framework and tools are:
* "Systematic, step-by-step guide is provided."
* "Very easy to use. Also very logical and simple to understand, yet powerful."
With regards to the challenges of using the proposed framework and tools, some comments are:
"The number of metrics may have to be streamlined in order to apply the framework."
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- Setting the limits (i.e. targets) for each of the metrics may be difficult as it may be different
depending on the type of projects."
The challenges highlighted are valid. The large number of existing STA EDC metrics makes the
proposed framework and tools appear daunting and effort-intensive to apply. One approach is to
start with a small subset of metrics on a few projects to gain familiarity with the proposed
framework before broader application. However, further discussion reveals that the real concern is
management's commitment, as well as obtaining buy-in from various EPMS stakeholders during
implementation. These challenges are discussed under the implementation section. With regards to
setting targets for the metrics, prior knowledge on reasonable targets and intervention conditions is
required. Furthermore, targets for the same metric are likely to be different for different types of
projects. While gaining knowledge on metric targets and intervention conditions will take time, it is
essential in terms of metric interpretation and proactive decision-making.
6.2.3 Utility
Of the four validation criteria, practicing managers are most satisfied in terms of the utility or
usefulness of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools. This is evident from the interview
responses obtained as listed below:
- "A possible evaluation tool to assess quality of current EPMS metrics.."
- "The framework offers a refreshing perspective on the current EPMS. It highlights certain
areas that could be improved."
" "Framework would be useful for identifying areas of improvement for the current EPMS
metrics."
- "The framework enforces a think-through of the monitoring/reporting and decision making,
which is an area that could be improved in our current EPMS."
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- "The proposed framework allows setting requirements for the measurement system to
achieve the end results, rather than the "feeling" approach practiced today."
" "The proposed framework identifies strengths and weaknesses of metrics, and how to
improve from a system perspective."
- "Theframework enables us to have a good overview of the existing metrics and also links the
metrics to strategic thrusts. It enables us to move from reactive to proactive decision-
making."
In terms of the Metric Design Tools, practicing managers feel that the Strategic Alignment Tool
forces them to think if the existing metrics are useful by themselves, as well as in the context of the
entire EPMS. Practicing managers opine that the Value Flow Map captures the interactions among
the various EPMS stakeholders, enabling them to better understand the dynamics and subsequently
design the metrics. As for the Measurement Scope Tool, practicing managers feel that it clearly
identifies the metric owners and metric users, driving out ambiguity in terms of measurement scope.
Last but not least, managers feel that the 3x3 Info Decision Matrix encourages them to operate in
the proactive mode by rethinking targets and intervention conditions, hence improving their
decision-making and promoting proactive corrective actions. The utility of the proposed Metric
Design Framework, the accompanying Metric Design Tools and Guide highlights the relevance of this
work to real-world applications.
6.2.4 Implementation
The ultimate success of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools is all down to
implementation. It is not surprising that practicing managers highlighted many practical challenges
despite the comprehensiveness, usability, and utility of the proposed framework and tools. While
the implementation of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are beyond the scope of
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this thesis, it is of almost importance to lay out the barriers to implementation, so that concrete
plans and actions can be taken to overcome them. The following few quotes sums up the key
implementation challenges:
- "Needs the management's commitment that proposed framework is useful before dedicated
resources can be allocated for the implementation. "
" "Significant efforts are required to ensure a system that encourages collection of data. The
information system will be the key. However, thisframework enables us to design a solution
for a problem. Today, sadly, our fragmented solutions are implemented as if solutions are
looking for problems."
- "Needs a strong IT support infrastructure that includes the administrator and an automatic
churning out of reports. Data has to be captured automatically in a database instead of
relying on identified personnel to go and collect data."
* "The difficulty of getting ownership for each metric is a practical challenge."
- "The effort may be significant due to the number of metrics and the different applications for
different projects."
Management's buy-in comes first and is paramount to improving and implementing a good EPMS
and metrics. Without management's buy-in and hence allocation of required resources, it is almost
impossible to develop a good EPMS and metrics, as building a good EPMS and metrics is neither the
primary business objective of STA EDC nor a revenue-generating activity. To obtain management's
buy-in, the methodology chosen for this thesis (i.e. action research) has certainly emphasized the
importance of a good EPMS and metrics, as well as areas of improvements in the existing STA EDC
EPMS and metrics. In addition, the proposed framework has offered practical tools and guide which
practicing managers can put to good use.
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Rightly pointed out by practicing managers, the supporting IT system and metrics ownership are
major challenges and factors in determining the effectiveness and efficiency of the STA EDC EPMS. In
addition, the same metrics are likely to be applied differently in terms of measurement scope and
decision-making, depending on the nature of projects. All these factors add to the implementation
challenges. Currently, efforts are ongoing to improve the existing EPMS and metrics at STA EDC.
However, these efforts can be more coordinated and extensive, involving all the EPMS stakeholders.
Though the proposed Metric Design Guide involves seven Metric Building Blocks and multiple steps,
these steps are absolutely necessary so that all the details that are required to design a good EPMS
and metrics are considered carefully and thoroughly. Any shortcuts taken are likely to jeopardize the
effectiveness and efficiency of the EPMS and metrics. Significant upfront efforts are required to
design a good EPMS and metrics, and ongoing efforts are necessary to maintain the EPMS and
metrics. Short-term losses are likely to yield long-term gains; short-term gains are likely to result in
long-term losses. It is difficult to ignore shortcuts and immediate gratifications, but keep in mind the
long-term benefits of a good EPMS and metrics.
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7. Conclusion of Thesis
This chapter provides a thesis summary, highlights the limitations of this work, and suggests
directions for future work.
7.1 Thesis Summary
The key motivation for this thesis is to provide practicing managers at STA EDC with a useful
framework and tools to enhance their EPMS and metrics. The literature review on existing metric
selection methodologies and performance measurement frameworks reveals the shift from financial
measures to include non-financial measures for a more comprehensive and balanced approach to
performance measurement. Existing metric selection methodologies, together with both structural
and procedural performance measurement frameworks have provided practicing managers with
good checklists and tools to evaluate and design their EPMS and metrics. However, the existing
methodologies and frameworks do not delve deep enough into the operational aspects of EPMS and
metrics. This work addresses this research gap by proposing a practical Metric Design Framework
with accompanying Metric Design Tools and a step-by-step Metric Design Guide to operationalize
metrics to ensure better strategic alignment, monitoring and reporting of business activities, and
proactive decision-making.
STA EDC is the enterprise involved in action research, the research methodology used in this work.
The background of STA EDC is included in this thesis to provide the context and purpose. There are
four major action research cycles including EPMS Ten Lenses (cycle 1), Metric Design Tools (cycle 2),
Metric Building Blocks and Elements (cycle 3), and Metric Design Guide (cycle 4). The details and
results for each action research cycle are presented. In essence, the Nightingale Rhodes Enterprise
Architecting Framework (NREAF) [1] serves as a starting point, where the EA Ten View
Elements/Lenses are modified for EPMS in cycle 1. In cycle 2, the STA EDC EPMS and metrics are
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evaluated using the EPMS Ten Lenses, and Metric Design Tools such as the Strategic Alignment Tool,
EPMS Value Flow Map, Measurement Scope Tool, and Info Decision Matrix are developed. Cycle 3
saw the development of the Metric Building Blocks and Metric Elements, while cycle 4 demonstrated
the application of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools in the form of a Metric Design
Guide. The proposed framework and tools are then validated with practicing managers at STA EDC.
Based on the feedback and validation from practicing managers, the proposed framework and tools
show great potential in term of comprehensiveness/completeness, usability, and utility. However,
the key challenge lies with implementation. Management's commitment and buy-in from various
EPMS stakeholders that the proposed framework and tools are useful and worthwhile are necessary.
While minor modifications and/or additions to the proposed framework and tools are expected
during implementation, the endeavor is worthwhile despite significant upfront efforts to design the
EPMS and metrics, and subsequent ongoing efforts to maintain the EPMS and metrics. A firm
becomes what it measures.
7.2 Limitations of Thesis
The limitations of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools are discussed.
- The proposed framework and tools are developed based on STA EDC through action
research. STA EDC is primarily a matrix organization involved in engineering and
development work in the aerospace and defense business. The applicability of the proposed
framework and tools to other enterprises in other functions and industries is not examined
in this thesis.
- The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools hinge on good strategies set by
management. Though the EPMS ecosystem lens asserts that management needs to
understand the business environment and strategic challenges in order to come up with
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good strategies, the ecosystem lens analysis is not meant to be extensive in terms of
defining business strategy. A vast literature on business strategy exists.
- The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools compliment the existing metric selection
methodologies and performance measurement frameworks. However, the proposed
framework and tools require identification and selection of good and relevant metrics using
the existing metric selection methodologies and tools like the X-Matrix.
- Like all the other metric selection methodologies and performance measurement
frameworks, the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools require management's
commitment and buy-in for successful adoption and implementation. Moreover, significant
upfront and ongoing efforts are involved to design and maintain the EPMS and metrics.
7.3 Future Work
The possible directions for future work are discussed.
- The applicability of the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools to other enterprises in
various functions and industries can be investigated and validated.
- The proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools can be implemented at STA EDC, and
further refined in terms of modifications/additions to the proposed framework.
- Based on the proposed Metric Design Framework and Tools, future work can look into the
design of reward/incentive system to compliment the proposed framework.
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